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Invention is largely information driven. Everyone in a community of inventors is an aggrigator
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inventors will result in greater invention effectiveness at the individual and community levels.
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0.0 Executive Summary
This thesis documents a year-long course of study into a strategy for fostering
invention within a community. It begins with a theoretical and practical
look into creativity and invention. It then describes the implementation of
a groupware information sharing tool designed to increase communication
among a community. It concedes that fostering participation presents a
greater challenge than the technical executions, and tests a strategy of
using networked information display devices, to increase awareness and
participation in the information sharing tool.
Creativity can be fostered. A large component of being creative is drawing
on personal experiences or bits of information. These pieces of information,
or "invention memes", might be a frame of understanding, an inspiration,
knowledge of a component, a vendor, or a technique. It follows that if
someone had a larger pool of knowledge to draw from, they would be more
creatively capable.
All these invention memes come together to form an information structure
for a project or creation. While the whole is surely greater than the parts, it is
important to recognize that these parts are modular and transferable.
Everyone in a community of inventors is a scavenger of invention memes.
Capturing and sharing these across a community is of particular value. A
good way to capture and share these invention memes is with an electronic
database. Making such a database web accessible means that people can
easily view and contribute to it. Having individual users contribute content
is attractive because the labor of generating content is distributed, and the
potential exists for a system that does not require a full time curator.
This work is situated in the field of knowledge management, a field which
studies how organizations can capture and create value through organization
of their informational assets. Challenges in this field are capturing the right
knowledge, making it available in a usable form, and getting the community
to participate.
A partially overlapping field is groupware. Groupware and its parent field,
Computer Supported Collaborative Work, study how groups of people
working together can leverage computer technologies for efficiencies or
greater organization. Groupware also considers the challenges of participation,
and is generally concerned with how such tools can be designed for easier
integration and more likely adoption by a user community.
I believe that a way to address some of these challenges is to design at the
interface between humans and the information space. By using networked
information appliance technology, we can create new windows into an
information space with new qualities of interaction. This can have an impact
on how effectively information reaches people, and the likelihood of people
participating in the information sharing effort. This strategy dates back to the
invention of the stock ticker of the 1880's and draws on present thinking on
information appliances. What makes this work unique is that these devices
have the potential to influence awareness and participation.
To test this hypothesis, we created a web-based invention meme sharing
system for use within the Media Laboratory. After it was in place for several
months, we introduced a number of networked information appliances that
served as physical "windows" into the system.
Over a short-term trial, these devices demonstrated a positive impact on
community awareness of the invention meme sharing system and its content.
While further research is required to substantiate these results, this thesis
suggests that the implication of networked display devices when used with
information sharing systems should be further explored.
1.0 Introduction
This thesis documents my research into how to foster invention and creativity
in organizations, how organizations and communities organize and share
knowledge, and how such communities are created. It describes how I built
on this research to implement a web based, database backed information
sharing system for use within the Media Laboratory, and how I designed and
built networked display devices to help disseminate the information in the
database and foster participation with the knowledge sharing system. I then
evaluate the presently completed work and suggest next-step directions for the
continuation of this effort.
1.1 Audience
This thesis is written for anyone who is interested in supporting invention
and creativity within a community. This community could be a research
laboratory, a classroom, a company, or a group of hobbyists. This thesis will
provide insight into how a manager or facilitator could foster innovation in
such a community.
1.2 Creativity can be fostered.
This thesis presupposes several things. One is that invention and creativity
within a community can be improved. This is based on the belief that
invention and creativity are not mysterious things that happen, but are
dissectible and comprehendible.
To build this point, I will take a look into invention and creativity. I assert that
information drives invention and creativity, and propose that more information
is a good thing. In addition to background research, I'll give several case
studies of how information plays a roll in invention and creativity.
1.3 Sharing information is one way to foster creativity.
In cultivating more information within a community, information does
not necessarily need to come from outside. Every individual draws on the
information they have internalized from life experience to solve problems
and even find new problems. One advantage people working on creative
challenges in a group have is that they can draw on their collective experience to solve a
problem. If there were a way to archive and communicate an individual's experiences and
knowledge across a community, then all members of the community could then draw on
that individual's experience in addition to their own when solving problems. If everyone's
experiences could be archived and shared, then perhaps everyone in an organization could
draw on everyone else's experiences to solve problems.
1.4 Organization and archiving of shared information is important.
The third main point is that organization of information to shared within a community is
important. Shared information has the potential to be used in two ways that contribute to
invention and creativity. One is in the situation of solving a problem, i.e. "I need a wheel for
a robot I am building, let me see if and how other people in my community solved similar
problems by searching through information archives." People do this currently in the open
source software community. The other way information can be used is anticipatory, i.e.
"Searching the archives, I found information about someone's solution for a robot wheel. I
don't need this now, but it is interesting, and I may need it in the future." The value of this
second mode of use is harder to access, as value is realized over a longer term --or never.
However, this mode is potentially more exciting as people may be inspired to pursue entirely
new directions as a result of information they absorbed at an earlier date.
1.5 Community participation is necessary, but hard to initiate.
Information sharing and organization does not come for free. In the simplest form, a single
person in a community might interview each other person, write down or memorize all the
information that person knows, and be able to recite that information on demand to other
community members. While not being specifically queried, that person would go around to
community members and offer anticipatory information in a non-intrusive way. The only
problem with this is that it required a person's dedicated efforts, and does not scale well to
large communities.
An alternative might be to set up an infrastructure that allowed people to submit information
and retrieve information. This infrastructure may or may not require maintenance or a keeper.
In this paradigm, it would rely on community members to individually submit information
they want to share, and would allow community members to access the information
when they want to retrieve it. This seems ideal because the effort, save the building of the
infrastructure, is distributed across the community.
A small problem in this case is making people aware of the information resource and getting
people to view it. A much bigger problem is getting people to contribute information.
This requires effort on the individual's part, and the benefit returned from
that effort is only realized when others also make an effort. People already
know the information they are submitting, so they only gain from other's
submissions. That is not the whole story, but is the case in the purest sense of
a user-contributed information sharing system.
1.6 Networked display devices may help build community awareness and
participation.
The fifth main point of this thesis is that by creating interactions between
community members and an information archiving/sharing infrastructure,
more people will be aware and therefore participate by contributing
knowledge. A good way to create interactions is to take advantage of the
infrastructure provided by the internet, and recently cost-reduced embedded
networking capabilities to make novel display devices that provide a
"window" into the information archiving/sharing infrastructure.
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2.0 Background
The original question I set out to explore was: "What can be done,
organizationally, to improve 'invention effectiveness' within an organization
or community?" By invention effectiveness, I mean a combination of
efficiency in the process and the quality of the results. This investigation
was in line with the mission of the Grassroots Invention Group, which is to
develop technologies and strategies that enable invention at a grassroots level
[1].
I began my study with a general search in the following areas: innovation
organizations - both historical and present day- and interviews with
inventive peers in the MIT Media Lab, the Stanford University product
design program, and the Carnegie Mellon University School of Design. I
also reflected on my own invention process. In the background section, I
will outline my general search and conclude with a summary of the relevant
academic research in the following areas: creativity, knowledge management,
groupware and networked display devices. My thesis was the result of
merging of ideas from these fields.
2.0.1 Thomas Edison undertook measures to foster creativity.
Credited as the first industrial research lab, the Edison Laboratories undertook
transformative organizational measures to improve invention effectiveness.
For this effort, Thomas Edison believed that "to invent you need a good
imagination and a pile of junk." In order to make sure his employees had the
best pile of junk possible, he orchestrated a centrally maintained stockroom,
which kept parts and tools as well as exotic materials (mostly natural
materials) collected from around the world [2,3].
Edison also aimed to aid inter-employee communication through
organizational design. His office was in the company library, which was
heavily trafficked by employees who were encouraged to do thorough
background reading for every project. As a result of location, he kept abreast
what nearly everyone in the organization was doing, over 200 people in
its heyday. With this knowledge, he was able to always refer people to
The stockroom at Edison's West Orange
Laboratory, now a national historic site
[3]. photo credit: Tim Gorton, December
2002
Edison kept his desk in the company
library, to remain abreast of what his
employees were working on.
photo credit: Tim Gorton, December 2002
IDEO's Tech Box is a collection of
interesting resources which they state
employees use daily [5].
photo credit: www.ideo.com
others in the company who had something to gain
from communication and collaboration [2]. Edison's
realization of the importance of leveraging internal
informational resources allowed the company to follow
through on Edison's promise to deliever a minor
invention every 10 days and a major invention every 6
months throughout the company's history. [2]
2.0.2 A present day example, IDEO fosters
information sharing in support of creativity.
In researching present day innovation organizations,
I examined IDEO, a leading product design firm.
At IDEO, they maintain a collection of interesting
materials, mechanisms, and technologies called the
Tech Box [4,5,6]. The stated goal of this effort is to help
employees innovate. The tech box is a physical box that
employees can rummage through. Each item is indexed
with a tag number that can be entered into a computer
terminal atop the box to retrieve an intranet web page
about the item. Employees use this resource at both
the concept/brainstorming stage of a project as well as
during development, when they are researching specific
materials and parts. Content is submitted by employees,
and an appointed curator decides what of the submitted
content will be included and indexed [6].
2.0.3 Information and resources are important to
invention.
Consistent with the motivation behind Edison's stock
room and IDEO's tech box, students at the Media Lab,
Stanford's Product Design Program, and Carnegie
Mellon's School of Design, echo the importance of
knowledge of resources to their work. In interviews
with students, one of the most important factors that
contributes to the success of their work is knowledge
of available resources. Students cited many cases in
which a particular resource was essential for a project,
and also cited cases where they wished they had
I
known about a resource earlier, as it would have been
beneficial to a project that they had completed. In many
cases at the Media Lab, that knowledge existed in the
building when the project was underway; it was just a
matter of discovery.
Recognizing the importance of resource knowledge,
faculty and students at many invention-oriented
academic programs have created web based lists
of resources. Lists at Stanford's Product Design
Program [7], and New York University's Interactive
Telecommunications Program [8] serve as two
examples.
2.0.4 Inventions have a modular information
structure.
Reflecting on my own work, I realized that every
project I have ever worked on can be modularized into
"invention memes," succinct fragments of information
or ideas. These invention memes may be useful to
others in the community in which I do my work.
These invention memes range from knowledge of a
component or material, to awareness of key vendors,
to hardware and software designs that may have value
for other applications. Most --although not all-- of this
knowledge is declarative, making it easy to encapsulate
and communicate to others. The breakdown of the
Cricket Car in the side column, serves as an example of
this modularization.
2.0.5 Rap freestyle battles serve as an example
of modular information structure with regard to
creativity.
Freestyle rap battles -a personal interest of mine-
- provide an interesting case example for thinking
about creativity and modular information structure.
Opponents spar with rhymes, taking turns attacking one
another with improvisational lyrics, usually under time
The Cricket Car [9], a LEGO scale
robotic car, was a project I did in 2001.
The following are examples of a few
invention memes that comprise the
information structure of this invention.
LEGO Motor- has built in gear
reduction, runs at ~300 RPM @ 9V.
Useful even in non-LEGO projects.
HS-55 Feather Servo- small,
lightweight servo. Cirrus also makes
a servo in this size, but Hitec's is
smoother.
Vendor for HS-55- Small hobby
shop in Arizona has the best prices
on the HS-55 Servo
Du-Bro- vendor for model airplane
hardware, including push rods, ball
and socket joints, and small allen-
head machine screws.
Optical Distance Sensor-
Inexpensive, robust IR distance
sensor with 1 cm resolution, and an
effective range of 10cm to 2m.
Trick for mounting push rod to
LEGO- use epoxy to fill hole, then
drill with a 3/32 bit to fit a number 2
machine screw.
Solidworks files for chassis-
includes geometries for making
LEGO studs on the 3D printer
Solidworks files for servo mount-
includes geometry for making a part
to mount the HS-55 servo.
Freestyle rap battles provide a good
example for thinking about modular
information structure, with regard to
creativity.
photo: 8 Mile (movie) [10]
pressure. Participants are forced to create complicated,
relevant rhyming structures on the fly. However, a close
scrutiny of a rap by prominent rap artist, Eminem,
who was known for his freestyle expertise before
his commercial recording successes, suggests initial
improvisation, followed by inclusion of pre-written
lyrics.
This short lyric is from an unscripted freestyle rap
battle that was included as a special feature on the 8
Mile DVD release [10]. The first couplet is most likely
improvisational. It refers to the context as Eminem
visibly struggles to turn on the microphone after the
battle has begun. The second couplet, was likely
(and ironically) pre-written. There is not a strong
relevance to the context, and the rhyming structure is
very complicated as multiple words in the pair rhyme:
whacked and fact, spittin'and written. The rest of the
lyric does not have as strong indicators either way
as the content is not particularly relevant, nor is the
rhyming structure particularly complex. The final
group, does reference a "storm cap" that his opponent is
Hold on [expletive] while I turn this mic on,
Don't think for a minute I'm going to let you get away with that song.
That [expletive) was whacked, you ain't spittin'
As a matter of fact, all of that [expletivel was written
And I know it wasn't for me, surely
You really must adore me.
Yo, you might as well move to Italy,
Look, this guy's ripped, literally.
You don't really want to [expletive] with this
'cause on this mic, I'm not Snuffleupagus
but I don't give a [rhyming expletive].
You can keep that dope rap and turn your ass back around,
With your [expletive] storm cap, your bandana or your [expletive] sweat band.
[expletive] with this style, you're a dead man.
wearing, but the line also references a bandana and a sweatband, all of which
are common in contemporary hip-hop fashion. This could be an example of a
prewritten line that can have the clever appeal of a line with high contextual
relevance.
If we accept the hypothesis that freestyle rappers are actually constructing
their lyrics from a combination of prewritten rhymes and improvisational
"glue," it would follow that a rapper with a greater vocabulary of prewritten
rhymes would have a competitive advantage over an opponent with a lesser
stock. I believe a similar synthesis of improvisation and a priori information
occurs with invention. If an inventor has a greater vocabulary of information,
he is likely to be more successful inventing.
After these initial observations, I investigated industry and academic
perspectives on the following topics: creativity, knowledge management,
groupware, and networked information display devices.
2.1 Creativity
Steve Jobs, founder and current CEO of Apple Computer, supports the idea
that creativity is information driven:
"Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they did
something, they feel a little guilty because they didn't really do it, they just saw
something. It seemed obvious to them after a while. That's because they were able
to connect experiences they've had and synthesize new things. And the reason they
were able to do that was that they've had more experiences or they have thought
more about their experiences than other people." [ 11]
Creativity expert, Teresa Amabile, has developed a model of creativity which
validated Jobs' proclamation and substantiates my assumptions. Amabile's
model is based on three contributing factors: expertise, creative thinking
skills, and motivation [12]. The "things" and "experiences" that Jobs speaks
of contribute to the expertise realm of Amabile's model. This work aspires
to increase individual expertise by sharing the "things" and "experiences"
(invention memes) within an organization.
Information management expert, Bob Sutton, has linked information
management and organization to creativity:
"We've spent the last five years studying businesses that innovate constantly, and we
have good news for business leaders. The best of these innovators have systematized
the generation and testing of new ideas-and that system they've devised can be
replicated practically anywhere, because it has everything to do with organization and
attitude, and very little to do with nurturing solitary genious." [13]
2.2 Knowledge Management
Based on this understanding of creativity and the examples of Edison and
IDEO, I began to look at invention as an information-driven task. Knowledge
Management is the formal name of the field for study into how organizations
can leverage their information and knowledge resources to create value. My
study into this field included review into the value of sharing information
laterally across a practice, the role that mavens play in propagating
information, and the value of people in our era of information technology. I
uncovered several examples of information sharing projects that served as
inspirations during the development of my thesis.
2.2.1 There is value in sharing information laterally within an
organization.
First, I investigated how information is currently shared. Until recently, the
predominant view in information sharing was that information should flow
vertically through an organization, from departments (or activities) that had
the information to those that needed it. [14] Such was the case at Xerox,
where copy machine service technicians were given trouble-shooting manuals
by whomever was upstream on the information chain. Unfortunately, these
manuals provided insufficient information in many cases.
A closer look into the work practices of the service technicians revealed
insight into the value of lateral information sharing. Anthropologist Julian
Orr [15], as cited by Brown and Duguid, studied the way service technicians
handle the information gap between the manuals and the requirements of
their work. He did this by observing their work practices at all times of the
workday, even during breaks and meals. One major finding of his study was:
"At these meetings, while eating, playing cribbage, and engaging in what
might seem like idle gossip, the reps talked work, and talked it continuously."
[14] The service technicians would talk about problems they had and how
they solved them, share tips and ask for advice. This type of sharing illustrates
the value of sharing information across those engaged in similar practice.
As a result of the insight provided by Orr's work, Xerox shifted focus to
reinforcing communication between service technicians. They did this
by creating a database to capture and share across the entire network of
technicians (Orr found information only had local reach and significant time
decay when shared through the informal conversations he observed). The
success of this database is stated by Brown and Duguid:
"For the reps, this database has become more than an indispensable tool (reckoned
to save the company up to $100 million per year in service costs). It is also a
recognition of the value of their own knowledge creation, which was previously
disregarded by most of the corporation. And it is a means by which individual reps
build social capital and recognition among their peers. At a recent meeting of reps in
Canada, a rep who provided highly useful tips was given a standing ovation by their
peers." [14]
2.2.2 A recognized social type, Mavens, play an important role in sharing
information across a community.
This thesis was also inspired by the work of social scientist, Malcolm
Gladwell, in his research on distributed knowledge and its propagation. In
The Tipping Point [16], Gladwell describes a sub section of the population, he
calls "mavens." Mavens play a special role in communities by accumulating
and sharing large amounts of knowledge. They are studied particularly for
their impact on consumer marketplaces, but the concept can be applied
more broadly. Gladwell cites Linda Price, a researcher at the University of
Nebraska, in her description of mavens:
"'A maven is a person who has information on a lot of different products or prices or
places' they are a lot more than experts. An expert, says Price, will "talk about, say,
cars because they love cars. But they don't talk about cars because they love you and
want to help you with your decision." [16]
Gladwell continues to explain that one reason why Mavens are particularly
effective in passing along information is that they are selflessly motivated:
"The fact that Mavens want to help, for no other reason than because they like to
help, turns out to be an awfully effective way of getting someone's attention.. .there is
something about the personal, disinterested, expert opinion of a maven that makes us
all sit up and listen." [16]
At the Media Lab, we have mavens of invention resources. These are the
people that will memorize a catalog from a surplus electronics company along
with all the prices, simply as bathroom reading. They search the web and read
about new components or processes for fun. They have bookshelves full of
vendor information and catalogs, and stockpiles of components and wacky
objects. They are always curious of what their peers are working on, always
looking for new information and for opportunities to help people with the
information that they have.
Similar to Off's finding with the Xerox service technicians, much of this
information doesn't propagate across the entire Media Lab or survive over
time (partially due to graduate program turnover rates). "Companies lose
what they learn when people leave." [13]
2.2.3 While information technology is important, we must not forget the
importance of people.
While the field of knowledge management is often focused on information
technology, we must not forget the important role of person-to-person
interaction. Not everything can be put in a database. Knowledge management
researchers often point to the differences between knowledge and information
[14,17]. While this appears to be a highly debated topic, what I have studied
agrees that information is easier to capture and share than knowledge.
"Knowledge implies a knower," and it is hard to separate the two [14].
Given the sentiment that knowledge has to be embodied, there is a genre
of knowledge management systems within organizations that exist to refer
people to one another:
"The people who designed the knowledge management systems for Andersen
Consulting and McKinsey originally thought reports, PowerPoint presentations, and
lists of best practices would be sufficient. They supposed that consultants would
be able to solve problems just by reading through databases. But consultants have
found that those systems are most useful as annotated yellow pages, helping them
find out whom to talk to about how the knowledge was really used and might be used
again. Perceiving a need to link consultants together rather than refer them to stored
information, McKinsey Created its Rapid Response Team, which promises to link
-within 24 hours- any consultant facing a problem to others who might have useful
knowledge. The team accomplishes this feat largely by knowing who knows what at
McKinsey." [13]
With this insight, I decided that my implementation should focus on
information sharing, but also highlight the contributor with the intention of
fostering person-to-person contact.
2.2.4 "Climbing Boulder" is an example of a community information
sharing system.
The website www.climbingboulder.com [18] is an interesting database effort
in that, much like the project I will describe in the implementation section,
users do not benefit directly from their own contributions. This website
and database effort was set up to capture and share rock climbing routes in
the Boulder, Colorado region. It was started by 3 graduate students at the
University of Colorado, Boulder. In talking with one of the founders, Myke
Komarnitsky, I learned that over the last 3 years, the site has had over 4000
routes contributed by around 1000 different users. It receives about 20,000
hits a month. While Myke was visiting Cambridge this past spring, we talked
about how the site reached a point where it became self-sustaining. He told the
story in these milestones.
The founders contributed most of the initial content. They were conscious
about setting the standard for quality with their contributions. Since Myke
himself was a resident assistant in an undergraduate dormitory, he encouraged
the students in his dorm to contribute their knowledge. Because of his
authority status relative to his students, he believed his requests were taken
more seriously than if he were a peer. This brought the number of routes
submitted up to around 100 by the end of the first year.
During the site infancy, the founders and early contributors, all regular rock
climbers, would tell people about the site while they were out climbing. (This
is how I came to find out about the site, as a close friend of mine who climbs
regularly in the Boulder area met one of the founders while climbing)
Soon after, and because of the elite climbing community that Boulder is home
to, a few "rockstars" in the climbing community contributed to the site. Myke
believed this added credibility to the site. Many submissions followed after
that, even from people they didn't directly know.
It took a certain amount of manual effort for the site to get to the point where
it was interesting enough for other people to appreciate it. While it seems that
having recognized names from the community was the "tipping point," those
recognized names may not have participated had the site not been developed
to a certain point when they visited.
Another interesting point learned from their experiences was the storytelling
aspect of the submissions. When people entered routes, they would sometimes
include narratives of their ascents. Myke pointed out to me that these stories
generated interest among readership, even when people did not intend to use
the information contained to climb that route. This was evidenced by one
example Myke gave of a particularly difficult route someone submitted with a
narrative. The route was rated 5.13 c, which is a rock climbing rating meaning
"extremely difficult, even for experts". He went on to say that perhaps only
2% of their readership was capable of climbing a route of that rating, however
the submission garnered a disproportionate number of hits. He believed this
was because of the unanticipated story sharing value of the site -people were
not only using the site as an informational resource for planning their trips.
2.3 Groupware
There exists an interesting overlap between Knowledge Management and
Groupware. Many modern Knowledge Management efforts include a software
implementation intended for multiple users, and are considered groupware.
Additionally, these implementations face many of the same challenges as
other types of groupware applications.
2.3.1 Groupware faces a number of unique challenges that do not apply to
individual user applications and large enterprise software systems.
Jonathan Grudin, a Groupware researcher cautions developers to the
challenges to groupware design and deployment [19]. Grudin contends that
Groupware exists in a space between individual applications on one end,
and organization wide systems on the other. Individual applications do not
have the challenge of appealing to a group, while systems are often large
investments for an organization, and employees are required to participate.
The finding is that individual applications benefit from only having to serve
one user and organization wide systems often survive by being mandated by
authorities. Groupware, on the other hand, finds no benefit in either direction,
and therefore, it is even more imperative that groupware is well designed to
adapt to the user group, as it must achieve a more natural, voluntary adoption.
Grudin identifies the following 8 challenges for software developers designing
groupware:
1) The Disparity Between Who Does the Work and Who Gets the Benefit.
"A groupware application never provides precisely the same benefit to
every group member." This is probably true of group information sharing
systems, in that those who have the most information, the mavens, have
the most to contribute and the least to gain from participation.
However, there are intangible benefits to those who contribute that this
point does not take into account. As mentioned above, Brown and Duguid
allude to the value of "social capitol" gained by service technicians
who were big contributors. In The Cathedral and the Bazaar [44],
Eric Raymond points to the non-tangible incentives of reputation and
recognition that motivate contributors within the open source software
community. The value of social capitol was also backed by Myke's
account of his Climbing Boulder website.
2) Critical Mass and Prisoner's Dilemma Problems
"Most groupware is only useful if a high percentage of group members use
it. ... Even in an idealized situation in which every individual will benefit
once critical mass is achieved, the early adopters may well abandon it
before the critical mass of users is reached."
"With some discretionary databases, as long as anyone updates them,
one's optimal strategy is to "freeload," but of course if everyone tries to
freeload, the system is not used at all." [20, 21]
Obtaining that critical mass is a huge challenge. However, I would argue
Grudin's point, that in some groupware applications, a "high percentage"
of users is not always needed. In a groupware scheduling system with
a shared calendar, anything less than 100% participation compromises
the results. But in an information sharing system, a lower percentage of
contributors may still provide critical mass for a larger body of users.
Furthermore, I believe that in such cases a critical mass need not be
defined by a percentage, but by a fixed number of contributors. This
means that if the body of beneficiaries doubled and the fixed number
of contributors remained the same, the system's benefits would not be
diminished.
3) Social, Political and Motivational Factors
"Groupware may be resisted if it interferes with the subtle and complex
social dynamics that are common to groups." When it comes to group
scheduling applications "tacitly understoond personal priorities are
tactfully left unspoken, yet unless such information is made explicit,
groupware will be insensitive to it. Secretaries know that managers'
unscheduled time is rarely really free; unauthorized scheduling of a
manager's apparently open time can lead to rejection of automatic meeting
scheduling." [19]
Similarly, in the information sharing space, if a culture of internal
competition exists, sharing information will probably not be successful.
However, if the socio-political atmosphere is one where contributors to the
organization are recognized and rewarded, that may provide incentive for
people to share information.
Social, political, and motivational factors might be leveraged in the design
of a groupware system. If they are ignored, it will most certainly mean the
death of the system.
4) Exception Handling in Work Groups
Grudin's fourth caution is that assumptions and documentation of how
things exist in a work group should be regarded critically, and that an
understanding of how things actually work is essential. In this point,
he quotes Ishii and Ohkubo's description of the range of problems and
consequences for designing groupware to support office procedures,
saying: "the main sources of information were an office work handbook
made by the general affairs department and interviews with clerical
workers. While collecting information, we found that the office workers
made many short-cuts and modifications to the standard procedures
defined in the handbook." [22]
I didn't find this warning to be relevant to my own work, since I was
designing a groupware application for a community that I'm a part of,
but this caution should be taken seriously for those designing groupware
applications for non-familiar groups to use.
5) Designing for Infrequently Used Features
Grudin makes the point that groupware thinking is often more appropriate
when incorporating group features into individual-user software. He
points out that these features are less frequently used than those which
cater to individual use. The example he gives is collaborative writing
tools. "Anyone who has written collaboratively can visualize the potential
benefit of features to support annotation, version tracking, and effortless
distribution of drafts. But most writing is done alone, whether single-
authored or on a section of a jointly written document. Who would
abandon their favorite word processor to use a co-authorship application?
Features to support co-authorship must be integrated with those supporting
authorship." [19]
While information sharing often does not have the same real-time
collaborative concerns as some groupware, what can be taken from this
point is that focusing on individual features might help bridge the gap
between those who do the work and those who benefit, as raised in the first
point. A good example of a software application that provides individual
benefits and groupware features is Hydra, a collaborative text-editing tool
(discussed in section 2.3.2).
6) The Underestimated Difficulty of Evaluating Groupware
Grudin's point here is that groupware is much harder to evaluate than
individual user software, because of the reliance on other group members,
and dynamics between group members. He states: "Users can be tested
on the perceptual, motor, and cognitive aspects of human-computer
interaction that are central to single-user applications, but lab situations
and partial prototypes cannot reliably capture complex but important
social, motivational, economic and political dynamics. Even when a full
implementation is available, scheduling a test is a logistical challenge."
[19]
When it comes to informational systems, benefits are likely to be realized
over a long time period. This makes evaluation harder, particularly in
cases where a user learns of some information in the system that is not
immediately relevant, but is influential to their work in the future. A
discussion of how long term value might be studied is included in the
evaluation section.
7) The Breakdown of Intuitive Decision-making
Here, Grudin cautions against relying on intuition in the design
of groupware applications, that intuition is a better guide when
developing single user applications, and those intuitions do not transfer
to the groupware domain. He adds that this concern stems from the
overabundance of intuition in single user applications.
From the information sharing perspective, we can take this as a call to
focus on understanding of practice, and context. Understanding context,
we can extract design criteria that take social, political and motivational
factors into account.
8) Managing Acceptance: A New Challenge for Product Developers
Here, Grudin's point is that groupware cannot simply be sold or given to
a user population "off the shelf." This is true because, unlike single user
applications, the benefit is often not realized out of the box."Give the
adopting group a clear understanding of the mature use of the application,
perhaps through a site visit, to overcome uncertainty; in particular, provide
education that demonstrates a positive impact on the workday."
This is true of information sharing systems. When new to a user
population, there may be no information in the system, so it is of little
value to viewers or contributors. In order to adopt the system, people need
to understand what it will be like and how it will benefit them in maturity.
Chapter 4 gives a scenario of how my information sharing system might
be used in its maturity.
2.3.2 Hydra is a good example of a groupware application that provides
utility to individual users.
Hydra is a great example of a groupware application that gives value to its
user through individual features [23]. Used individually, it is a simple text
editor application, with the added feature of syntax highlighting (color coding
of computer programming code for readability). It is a very small application
in terms of computer memory, enabling it to load very fast. It is also free.
Although I was introduced to Hydra for it's groupware features, I now use
it for editing all small source code files (including the code that runs the
information management system we built).
Hydra also offers groupware features for collaborative writing and editing,
but the features are simple and unassuming. A user with an empty or existing
file may decide to "host" by clicking on a toolbar button. Connecting users
(there can be more than one) join with a menu command, addressing the host
by IP address or computer name. The host is given the opportunity to confirm
or deny connection requests. When the requests are confirmed, the connecting
users appear in a side bar to the shared file's window in the familiar format of
buddies in an Instant Message chat. Every user can type and edit in the same
file now. Their changes appear background-highlighted in the same color that
highlights their name in the sidebar.
This is one of the best groupware applications I have seen. It provides utility
as a stand-alone application, leverages familiar, system-supported conventions
such as the buddy list and tool bars, and is absolutely no more complicated
than necessary. Hydra was developed by small group of computer science
students at " Technische Universitat Miinchen" (Technical University of
Munich).
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In addition to providing benefits to the individual user, Hydra builds on familar
Apple OS X system conventions such as the buddy list to support the groupware
features.
screenshot: http:oiwww.apple.com/downloads/macosx/productivitytools/hydra.html
2.3.3 Another example, Lotus Notes is the most widely distributed
groupware product to date.
I include this mention of Lotus Notes because it is the most widely deployed
groupware application in the world [24]. I did not study Notes in depth as
we built our information sharing system using an open source database
application (MYSQL) and decided to use the web as our primary interface.
However, given Notes' success, it is worthy of mention.
Notes, by Lotus Software Inc, is a groupware application that facilitates
communication and archiving within an organization. Notes consists of
a server installed database that stores 'documents' across a network of
connected users. These documents consist of user-defined forms, and can
thus be designed around different information sharing needs. As such, it is
somewhat of a generic groupware application. "Providing simple electronic
mail, allowing inter-group discussions, keeping track of customer enquiries,
managing litigation correspondence and creating electronic policy guides are
just a few of the uses to which Notes has been put." [24]
2.4 Netwoked Information Appliances
Based on background research into knowledge management, and recognition
of the challenges to developing groupware, this thesis proposes that attention
to the interface between a groupware application and the user may yield
insight into how to address the challenges of awareness and participation.
Recently available technologies make the design of stand-alone network
appliances more accessible than recent past. This provides opportunity to
develop user interfaces that exist "out of the box" of the personal computer.
This thesis takes advantage of this opportunity to test the application of
networked information appliances with a community information sharing
system. To provide background, this section discusses findings from research
into networked information appliances and the related area of ambient
information displays.
2.4.1 The design firm, Appliance Studio, explains their design principles
relating to appliance design.
It's hard to pin down exactly what an information appliance is as the term
is used so loosely. At any point it could mean a computer, a handheld
computer, a digital camera, an mp3 player, a printer, or generally anything
microprocessor controlled, and especially those with a network connection.
The UK-based design firm Appliance Studio [25], which has credible
expertise on the topic, defines "applianceness" with the following seven
characteristics:
1) Everyday Things
Should be designed for everyday use, with everyday skills (i.e easy to
use).
2) Focused Functions and Wideness of Purpose
Should do one thing well. That one thing may be used for a wide range of
purposes. The example they give is a knife.
3) Work Together as Peers
Should be able to exchange data. Example: a digital camera sending a
picture to a printer.
4) Portable
When appropriate. Many things become more useful when portable.
5) Personal
Not necessarily individually owned, but "totally available to an individual
at the time of use." The example they give is a shared office copier.
6) Task Closure
There should be a "psychological sense of closure directly associated with
the use of an appliance." It is important to think about the boundaries of
the task or sub-task for which the appliance is used. Example: taking a
picture on a digital camera and viewing it on the built in screen gives a
sense of closure.
7) Direct User Interface
The interface should be transparent, or the user should be able to attain
transparency with a reasonable amount of experience. Example: driving a
car becomes transparent when the user is no longer aware of pressing the
pedals and steering the wheel, and is focused on the task at hand: driving
down the road. "For many information appliances the benefits offered
are not as high as the mobility and independence offered by a car. The
commitment required to reach transparency must
therefore be lower." [25]
In the next section of their paper, two additional points
were relevant. The first addressed appropriateness of
purpose in context, explaining: "the rhetoric of the
computer industry is 'anything, anytime, anywhere."'
When designing an appliance, they argue that the focus
should be on the "Right thing, here, now." Appliances
should have a focused purpose and be contextually
relevant. [25]
The second point was about attention. Here they say
that when designing computer applications, designers
assume they'll have 100% of the user's attention. This
is not the case with appliances. Appliances are more
likely to exist in the periphery, so a designer must ask
"What is the dominant focus of attention of the person
in the instant they will use the appliance, and how will
this condition their capacity to interact with it?" [25]
2.4.2 The Stock Ticker, an early networked
information appliance, was invented over 130 years
ago.
An early example of a networked information display
device was the stock ticker. Based on telegraph
technology and the Law Gold Indicator, the stock ticker
would automatically print stock quotes delivered over
wire from the New York Stock Exchange. The stock
ticker was the primary information delivery system for
stock quotes from 1870 to 1929 [3,26].
The 1870 Universal Stock Ticker, 2.4.3 Ambient displays, a subset within networked
an early networked information information appliances, seek to provide information
appliance [26] to the user without requiring their full attention.
A quickly emerging category within present day
networked information devices is Ambient Displays.
Their intent is to display information, but to do so in
an ambient manner. An exciting property of ambient
displays is people's ability to absorb information from
such displays in their "background of awareness" [27],
not having to dedicate full attention.
The Tangible Media Group [28] at the MIT Media Lab,
has built several such displays:
Water Lamp
Designed as a stand-alone fixture, the water lamp
consisted of a light which shined upward through a
small pool of water held by a transparent tray, so that
the light would project through the water pool onto the
ceiling. Small solenoids were aligned so they could tap
on the surface of the water, creating small waves. The
solenoids were controlled by a PIC microcontroller,
and tethered to a PC. The PC could be used to acquire
remote information, which could then be mapped onto
the solenoids. One use might be for notification of an
email or an appointment, in which case, the solenoids
would be controlled to produce ripples in the water,
which, in turn produces rippling shadows on the ceiling.
[27]
Pinwheels
Another ambient display fixture built by the Tangible
Media Group, was intended to use airflow as an
ambient cue. Pinwheels were constructed from folded
fiberglass and mounted on small electric motors. While
the group found that it was difficult to control airflow
in a space, the visual representation of airflow was
itself interesting. Like the Water Lamp, Pinwheels
were connected through a PC so that they could harness
remote sources of information. [27]
2.4.4 The Ambient Orb is a commercially available
ambient networked information appliance.
Former Media Lab students David Rose and Benjamin
Waterlamp Sketch [20] -an example of
an ambient display. An example of a
display from the Tangible Media Group
Pinwheels [29] -another example of
an ambient display from the Tangible
Media Group
Ambient Orb [30, 31] -a commercially
available ambient information display
device.
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Stream of Consciousness [32] -a partic-
ularly beautiful information appliance.
Hall of Ideas [33] -an installation at the
Boston Christian Science Center, was a
rebirth of Stream of Consciousness.
The Meme Tag [34] -a wearable infor-
mation appliance that fostered commu-
nication between conference attendees.
Resner started Ambient Devices [30] to commercialize
some of their concepts for ambient displays. Their first
commercial product, the Ambient Orb, was introduced
in the high-end novelty retailer Brookstone in May of
2003. The Ambient Orb is a frosted glass egg shaped
object about the size of a grapefruit, that glows different
colors to indicate different information. The colors
may be mapped by the user via an online interface.
The information cues might be weather, stock indexes,
a certain buddy's presence on Instant Messenger, or
many other available channels. The device receives
information through the wireless communication
network that exists for cell phones and pagers.
2.4.5 Stream of Consciousness was a particularly
beautiful networked information appliance.
A project in the Aesthetics and Computation Group
from 1997, Stream of Consciousness [32], made
for an interesting information appliance in that its
construction consisted of a physical rock garden with
a stream of flowing water, upon which streams of text
were digitally projected. The text would move with
the flow of the water. As a display it was said to have
been particularly compelling as it was providing visual
information along with the auditory stimulation of the
flowing water. Stream of Consciousness is similar to a
2003 installation at Boston's Christian Science Center
by David Small's company, Small Design [33].
2.4.6 Networked information appliances have been
designed for groupware applications.
The following two examples serve as examples of
information appliances for groupware applications.
Meme Tags and Community Mirrors
In this project conducted by members of the
Epistemology and Learning group, the concept of
groupware was juxtaposed as groupwear with the
invention of wearable information appliances. Meme
tags were small computational devices that users
would wear on a string around their necks, that could
electronically transmit pre-stored memes - "succinct
ideas or opinions" - to another tag. They were tested
at a conference hosted at the MIT Media Lab in 1997
where 400 visitors were each given a tag. Another
feature of the project was the addition of "community
mirrors" - large projected displays that would display
visualizations of how memes were transferring across
the community, and would also display the most
popular memes. [34]
Although I wasn't able to find any publication on
this, according to Media Lab lore, the experiment
was repeated at another meeting, and Stream of
Consciousness was employed as a meme output device.
When a tag wearer approached stream of consciousness,
the memes stored in his tag would "flow" out of his tag
and, by projection, down the water stream.
Rick Borovoy's PhD thesis [35] extended these earlier
meme-groupwear experiments with an even larger
deployment at an elementary school. He has since
formed a company to make groupwear technology
available for public use [36]
Steelcase RoomWizard
The RoomWizard [37], developed by Steelcase in
collaboration with Appliance Studio [25] is a stand-
alone networked interface to a groupware scheduling
application. It is the closest example to my own
research in using networked display devices to
foster awareness and participation with a groupware
application. The RoomWizard is a touch screen device
that mounts in place of a schedule holder outside of a
conference room. It provides a direct interface into a
shared scheduling calendar that users can also access
Community Mirrors [34] -information
displays that communicated real time
information to Meme Tag wearers.
Roomwizard [37] -a commercially
available information appliance that
supports a groupware scheduling ap-
plication.
from a web browser on their personal computers. When a user schedules
a meeting in the conference room from their computer, the screen outside
reflects the update. A user can also schedule an impromptu meeting directly on
the display.
3.0 Implementation
Based on my background research, I developed a web-based information
sharing system, called i-Cubes, and two networked information display
devices, the Beaver Label Printer and the Information Display. This
development took place from January to June of 2003. The information
sharing system was designed specifically for use within the Media Lab
community, and my design decisions reflect this intent. The information
display devices are less context specific. The following sections describe the
implementation details of each component part of the project.
While I provided the direction and the overall design of the project, three
individuals had significant impact on the implementation and testing of the
system. Hans Kieserman handled programming responsibilities for the web-
interface and database integration. Rahul Bhargava led the electrical design
and software for the information display devices. Erica Young designed
the aesthetic form for the beaver label printer. This project would not have
been possible without their participation. Additionally, Jennifer Tu, an MIT
undergraduate researcher, contributed to the initial (and lengthy) debugging of
the web interface.
3.1 Web-based Information Sharing System
The goal of the web-based information sharing system is to provide a medium
to the Media Lab community for archiving and sharing invention memes as
simply and efficiently as possible. The system was to allow users to create
new information entries quickly, provide an organized structure for entering
and storing the information, and provide intuitive and useful means for
retrieving the information. Additionally, it should be aesthetically elegant and
functional. Finally, it should be fun to use.
3.1.1 The name of the system, i-Cubes Server, is a reference to the
modularity of the information it is designed to archive and share.
The name of the system is i-Cubes Server, in reference to the analogy of a
modular information architecture of inventions. During initial brainstorming
Modular information structure -early on
in the conceptualization stage, I drew
some visualizations of information
structures with color coded categories.
This is what inspired the name: i-Cubes
Server.
Basic template -I designed the website
to be as visually simple as possible and
in a format that would contain most in-
formation in a browser window without
having to scroll.
sessions, I went through the exercise of breaking down
several projects I had done into constituent invention
memes. I viewed these memes as modular in that they
might be used in other projects. In sketches, I visualized
these memes as cubes within larger structures that
represented the information architecture of an entire
project. I then color-coded these cubes to represent
informational categories. I initially intended to retain
the cube analogy in the web interface, but as I drove
to remove technical and visual complexity, the cube
analogy was left out of the implementation.
3.1.2 The web interface was implemented using
Adobe design tools, direct html editing, PHP
scripting, and a MYSQL database instalation.
The web interface was created using a combination
of tools and technologies. The visual design of each
page was done in Adobe Illustrator 10, and exported
using the built in save for web function. The pages
were further developed in Adobe GoLive and through
direct html editing. After designing a static web page,
I would send the page and associated image files to
Hans Kieserman, the programmer on the project, and
he would add the appropriate PHP code for the page
to dynamically build drawing on information from
our MYSQL database. Nearly every page on the site
would get its content dynamically from the database.
The form pages, used when a visitor was contributing
information, were static pages, but would write to the
database upon submission.
3.1.3 The web interface was designed to be as
graphically simple as possible while providing cues
for fast information navigation and retrieval.
I intended for the aesthetics of the page to be as simple
as possible, designed around efficient navigation and
rapid viewing of information. I chose a small 630 x
430 pixel formated display space with the intention that
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each page could be viewed without any scrolling. This would allow the user to
navigate faster through the site, and would guide decisions for content on each
page to be focused. The showcube page is the only page that breaks the no-
scrolling rule, because in this case all the information has a strong correlation
and should be kept together no-matter the length.
Another important factor was visual consistency. On every single page the
header remains the same, providing a link back to the home page. The space
below the header indicates where user is currently viewing, and which user is
logged in. Below this, there is a navigation indicator that shows them in text
where on the site structure they are and provides links back through their path.
The footer bar always provides links to home, to information, and to send
feedback and logout. All the static information (except for the title header)
appears with an orange background, all the dynamic content appears in the
middle block with a white background.
Visual simplicity is achieved through several key decisions. First, the color
pallet is limited to 3.5 different colors, orange, blue, black and grey (counted
as the .5). Orange is used only as a background color, and the orange areas
never change. Blue is used only for category icons, which are used in several
different sizes depending on the context. All the text is black, except links
which are grey. In addition to this color cue, links appear in bold typeface. We
eliminated the default hypertext underline, but links change to the familiar
hypertext blue when the pointer rolls over them.
3.1.4 Categories were created to sort information in the system, but also
to guide new users through the submission process.
Drawing on my background research and reflection on my own projects,
I identified eight categories which I thought would be appropriate for this
information sharing effort and useful to the Media Lab community. These
categories and their descriptions are listed below. After the initial release
I added two additional categories: lab resources (based on feedback from
students and faculty) and projects (based on my dabbling interest to create a
more highly cross-linked information space).
I anticipated having categories to serve several functions. One was purely
pragmatic: web forms for contributing an entry would have fields to guide
users through the submission process (discussed further in section 3.1.10).
This is a list of the current
categories and descriptions:
Tech Items
Things. Components. Inspirations.
Vendors
Where to get products and services.
Literature
Theses. Thesis proposals. Important
research papers. Memos.
Software
References to where to get software
in the lab and online.
Code Base
Reusable, open software.
People
Special powers, interests, hobbies
Tips
Tips. Tricks. How-to's. Good
things to know.
Open Hardware
Reusable, open hardware.
Projects
Projects. The nexus of people and
technology.
Lab Resources
Useful info hidden around the lab.
Cool technology waiting to be used.
These fields would be labeled differently depending on
what type of information was being entered. A second
function was for browsing by category which gives
new users a sense of the type of information they might
contribute.
I felt comfortable making assumptions about choosing
categories for two reasons. First, even with further
research, category assumptions are only validated
by use. I felt even taking a poll would only have the
advantage of collective assumption. Second, I do
not believe that categorization, from an information
retrieval perspective, is all that important. I did not
anticipate users searching by category (i.e. search for
X keyword in Y category), or not being able to find
something relevant because someone classified it in a
different category than they would have.
3.1.5 Icons were created as visual cues for the
different categories.
Icons provide a visual cue between the different
categories. I attempted to choose icons that were related
to the category. When there was not a strong correlation
to be made, I took comfort in the belief that people
would become accustomed to the associations over
time.
3.1.6 The site hierarchy was also considered for
simplicity.
Consistent with the criteria for simplicity, there are only
three levels of navigation to the site. The home page
is a launching point for all the site's functionality. If
the user browses or searches by keyword or category,
they are brought to a results page. From this page they
link directly to entries. Entries in the "Top 10" lists
(discussed in section 3.1.7) can be linked from the
home page. If a user adds an entry, they are brought
through a 5 step sequence. If a user clicks on my-
iCubes, they are taken to a special search results page
that shows them what they've entered, viewed and
bookmarked. This page links directly to entries.
3.1.7 The home page is the main launching point for
all the site's functions.
The home page is the launching point for all the site's
functionality and consists of 5 main components. It
is laid out in a grid structure to visually separate the
different components. Each of the components are
described below.
Homepage: "Top 10" lists and thumbnails.
Spanning the width of the page at the top of the body
(white background) is the top 10 list component. This
component uses Macromedia Flash to load thumbnails
from either the 10 most recently submitted entries,
the 10 most recently viewed or the 10 with the most
hits. The links above it select which of the three lists
it displays. When the user rolls over an image, the
name of the entry pops up. If the user clicks the "view
descriptions" link, they are brought to a search results
page showing the same list, but in a text format with the
descriptions.
Homepage: main functions.
The main function block provides the user with a search
field, a link to add an entry, an advanced search, and
a link to my-iCubes. These links appear in a slightly
larger typeface to emphasize importance. Each of these
functions are described in more detail in their own
sections.
Homepage: browse links.
The lower right corner provides the user with links for
browsing entries on the site. Both columns are auto-
generated by PHP code querying the database. The
left column is a list of all the categories, is also auto-
tech itmes
vendors
open hardware/
code base
literature
people
softare
projects
lab resources
tips
generated). The right column is a list of the 10 most frequently occurring
keywords. Every category and keyword is a link that invokes a search by that
term and takes the user to a search results page that displays hits.
Homepage: failed searches.
The failed searches block is intended to communicate what users are
interested in that is not available in the database yet. It auto-generates from the
six most recent searches that returned zero results. It provides a "contribute
to" link for each of these topics. This feature was inspired by a conversation
with Media Lab student Cameron Marlow (creator of Blogdex, http://
blogdex.media.mit.edu), in reference to how a database might communicate
areas of weakness. I believe this is an important concept, which deserves
deeper investigation.
The i-Cubes Server home page.
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advanced search
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projects
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mechanical design
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design
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mechanical design
rapid prototyping
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sampling of failed searches:
contribute to "perka"
contribute to 'solderng"
contribute to 'jenifer*
contribute to "organic LEDs"
contribute to "machine vision"
contribute to *circuit board fab*
latest news:
7.11.03 24k47
We're continuing to make the site better, so keep
the feedback coming. The invention resources
database has been visited by approximately 1/3 of
the Media Lab's population, and that number is
climbing daily.
[more]
home privacy feedback about logout
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Homepage: web-log.
The web-log feature is simply an announcement board for the website
administrator, to post news to viewers. The administrator can write to it
through an additional link that appears on an administrating user's home page.
It automates the addition of the time and date to the post.
3.1.8 The information display page, 'showcube,' defines the attributes of
the information to be captured and shared.
The information output page, later given the filename 'showcube,' was
the first part of the website I designed, and was the most important step in
determining the information structure of the system. It was at this point that
I went through the process of creating several example entries, thinking of
what critical and peripheral information I would want to know. It was from
this exercise that we created the database structure, the categories, and the
add sequences. I created several mock-up display pages during this process.
(Screen shots appear different than the current showcube page because at this
point I had not yet considered the overall site design.)
The intention behind the showcube page layout was to present critical
information first, peripheral information second and related entries last. The
Tech Items
location:
outside 355
Porsche "Big Red" Brake Calipers
Porsches are well known for being some of the fastest accelerating
cars in the world. Less well know is the fact that they are among the
fastest stopping cars also. These "Big Red" decend from the
company's racing history and are used on the Turbo and Carrera 4S
production models. They can grip with 200KN of force, and can
pulse at a rate of 90 hz, allowing for extremely fast controlled stops.
They are made out of forged 4130 steel and use composite pads.
submitted by: additional media:
Michael Rosenblatt brake test.mov
Grassroots Invention Group
physical location: related websites:
garden 911 Garage
Porsche Company Site
related cubes:
I mountain bike disk brakesm ouks.ds bae info on mouse over
Porsche, 50 years of Racing
local porsche dealer
Early mock-up of "showcube" page.
home > search > search results > Wiew i-Cube
Tech Items
Z-World Rabbit 2200 [edit] [UNbookmark]
Why Is this great?
$50 microcontroller with TCP/IP hardware and software support.
Additional notes
Has pretty decent software, programs in Dynamic C. Software runs on
Windows. Has 4 serial ports and a lot of i/o pins, however, no A2D.
If you're building a circuit with it, our experience is that it's very voltage
sensitive. The voltage regulator on the dev. board is Digikey Part
#LM340T-S.0-NO.
submitted by: price: vendor Info:
Michael Rosenblatt $50 in low quantities none entred (add]
[i-Cube] [email]
project: links: fles:
none entered [add) z-world (com) none entered [add]
date submitted: share:
April 16th, 2003 email this cube to
12:02:07 PM someone
other I-Cubes by Michael Rosenblatt [more]:
Powerbook Tech - Nice iristructions for disassembling many Apple laptop models.
by Matrael Rosenblae
Logochip - A ty board with a PIC chip with a Logo VM. Makes PIC projects easy
and fast. by Mahael Rosenblat
A Electronics - Creat source for cheap and surplus electronics. panicularly
motors, and tools. by Mohael Roseablat
comments
add comment
keywords
click on keywords for related I-Cubes
embedded comp.
linked i-Cubes [more] [add)
Currently implemented "showcube" page.
home privacy feedback o~ut logout
critical information consisted of a picture, name, one line description, and
body text. These would all be featured at the top of the page, in that order,
with the intention that all these would appear on the page without having to
scroll vertically. Below, a table contained peripheral information such as the
contact info for the person who submitted the entry, any web links, attached
files, the date and time the entry was created, etc. (the inclusions in this part
would vary upon category). Down from the table was a space dedicated to
viewer comments, also considered peripheral, and then listings of related
entries.
3.1.9 The search results page is the middle layer of the site, providing a
link to the information content.
The database could be searched from either the home page or the advanced
search page. A search would parse every entry's keywords, categories,
descriptions and the submitting user's name. Searching the site would bring
the user to a search results page, with one exception. Every entry was given
an ID number for direct access (particularly useful when sending a reference
in an email). If you searched by an ID number, a successful search would take
you directly to that entry's page.
The search results page displayed matching entries in an easy-to-read format.
It displayed 10 results at a time to adhere to the non-scrolling page format,
with links on the bottom to navigate forward or backward through additional
results pages.
3.1.10 The 'Add an iCube' function takes the user through a short
sequence of forms to archive an invention meme.
The 'Add an iCube' function, which takes the user through a short path to
add an entry to the database, was designed to optimize for speed and to break
the submission process into it's component parts. The first step is category
selection, followed by forms for general information, keywords, a thumbnail
picture, and web links and additional files.
Category Selection
This page simply presents the user with the same category list as shown
above, but each category links to an information form that is unique to that
category.
Information Page
The second step in the process, the information page, is a web form with text fields and pull
downs (multiple choice selections) that are unique to the category. While many of the fields
are often the same, the only two that are common across all categories are the name field and
the one line description. These fields are both required to continue the submission process.
Keywords Page
The third step in the process is keyword submission. This page auto-generates a table with 30
randomly chosen keywords from the database and allows the user to place a check-mark next
to ones the user wants to include. Below the sample keywords, there is a field where a user
can type additional keywords. There is also a 'skip' link that takes the user to the next step.
Image Cropping Page
The fourth step, thumbnail submission, features a custom built image cropping interface. The
user can upload a jpeg image of any size, and it will appear in a viewing window directly on
the web page. The viewing window allows for a user to pan and zoom the image as viewed
through a square cropping box. The image viewed through the cropping box is unchanged
(as if the box were transparent), but the rest of the image is shown as if viewed behind
frosted glass. The viewing window is built with Macromedia Flash, and the actual cropping
info > keywords > Oaumoa> fleshinks > connivr
Because you have uploaded a large knage, you must choose a cropped version to include as
a thumbnail. Just place the box below and click Crop.
cron me!
crop me!
Picture cropping page -a Flash interface with an Imagemagick [39] inage
manipulation engine.
is accomplished using a ImageMagick, an open source image manipulation
package. [39] When the user gets the desired image range within the cropping
box, they click the crop button to complete the step and go to the next page.
Links and Files
The final step allows the user to reference web links and attach files to an
entry. The file submission is accomplished using html's built-in file upload
capability.
3.1.11 The 'my i-Cubes' feature was designed to help a user keep track
their own contributions and view their bookmarked entries.
The my i-Cubes feature is included to provide an organizational asset to an
individual user. This page links to lists of all the entries they have contributed,
viewed or bookmarked. The most recent three of each of these lists are
displayed. This page might serve as a future launching point for additional
user specific tools. One exploration into a user specific tool was the appendix
generator tool.
3.1.12 The 'appendix generator' was created to provide utility to the
individual user.
The appendix generator is a small built-in application that allows a user to
output a formatted list of entries selected from their own entries and those
they have bookmarked. The output format is RTF, which includes font size
and style options. The information included with each entry is the name,
contributor, one line description, ID number, and any web links that were
submitted.
[see appendix A: it was generated using this feature]
3.1.13 The 'Thank You' feature was designed to build user confidence that
their efforts to contribute were reaching an audience.
I designed a 'thank you' feature into the system with the thought that it would
communicate to contributors that their submissions were being viewed and
that viewers appreciated the entry. A viewing user can send a 'thank you' by
clicking on a 'send thanks' button on the showcube page. Users receive their
'thank yous' in the form of a counter that appears next to the my i-Cubes link
on the home page when they log in.
3.2 Beaver Label Printer
Rahul's guestbook -an inspiration for
the Beaver Label Printer [40].
Alessi Lilliput salt and pepper shaker,
designed by Stefano Giovannoni.
-the humor and function in Alessi pro
ucts were additional inspirations. [41]
Early Beaver Label Printer Sketch
by Erica Young.
The motivation for the first networked appliance came
from several places. I was already thinking about how
to spread awareness of the website, while reading about
Edison and his stock ticker invention. At the same time,
my good friend and former Media Lab student, Rahul
Bhargava, had just completed his Guestbook project.
Guestbook consisted of a receipt printer connected
to the internet so that whenever anyone "signed" his
address book on his website, the entry would print out
on the receipt printer located on his desk. [40]. After
seeing Guestbook, I asked Rahul if we might re-task
the receipt printer to serve as a "stock ticker" for my
invention resources database.
3.2.1 The aesthetic design attempts to marry
function and humor.
Thinking from the beginning that we would embody
the printer hardware into a more interesting form,
I asked local industrial designer Erica Young to
join us to further develop the concept. Erica began
exploring several aesthetic concept directions. One of
these directions was animal motivated, peripherally
inspired by the appeal of anthropomorphic objects as
exemplified by many Alessi houseware products [41]
Our discussion lead to a brainstorm of animals reputed
for creativity, and our arrival at the beaver, known
as "nature's engineer." Erica brought to my attention
that the beaver was also MIT's mascot for this same
reason. This, coupled with the humor potential (and
accompanying potential for attention), seemed to make
i3 a beaver-motivated form an obvious decision. Form
development continued with beaver-focused sketches
and eventually Adobe Illustrator-generated part
drawings.
3.2.2 Our electronics connected an label printer
product to the internet, and the software queried the
database to check for updates.
Concurrent to form development, Rahul and I worked
on specifying hardware for the printer and determining
the desired behavior the software would produce. While
it was difficult to find a printer component in our price
range, we found several address label printers which
were available as desktop computer peripheral devices.
After some discussion we decided that printing the
information on labels might actually be more desirable
as people could then stick the labels in their notebooks.
With a narrowed search, we chose the Seiko Smart
Label Printer 100 [42], ideal for its competitive price
($100), and the availability of a software development
kit (free).
A Z-World Rabbit microcontroller provided the bridge
between the SLP 100 and the database via the Rabbit's
ability to connect to the internet. The SLP 100 was
designed to connect to a host computer via either an
RS-232 serial port or USB. Some additional circuitry
was needed to connect the Rabbit board to the SLP 100
in place of the host computer due to the discrepancy in
voltage levels. Rahul designed a printed circuit board
(PCB) to mount the Rabbit microcontroller and the
additional circuitry.
On the software side, we decided on three primary
functions. The first, and most true to the stock ticker
inspiration, was for the label printer to automatically
print out any newly submitted content to the website
database. The second function was an extension of the
'thank-you' feedback feature on the web interface (see
section 3.1.13). If you pressed a button briefly on the
label printer, the label printer would log a 'thank you'
in the database for the user who submitted the entry
shown on the most recently printed label. The third
The Seiko SLP 100 -this is the
product we borrow the printer
components from. [42]
The printed circuit board design
for the electronics that "bridge" the
SLP 100 components to the internet.
Design by Rahul Bhargava.
Final cut plans for the main body
components of the Beaver Label
Printer. Drawn in Adobe Illustrator.
3D model of the printer bracket -
this part, made of aluminum, was
cut on a waterjet printer. Drawn in
Solidworks 2001.
The head button -made of ABS
plastic on a Stratasys 3D printer.
Drawn in Solidworks 2001.
function, a demo mode, was motivated by the intrinsic
demo-culture at the Media Lab, and doubled as a way
to check if the label printer was functioning properly. If
you held the same button for 5 seconds, it would query
the database for a random entry and print a label that
entry.
3.2.3 Database integration was accomplished by
having the Rabbit load PHP pages that made results
from specific queries easy to parse.
Technically, the way the Rabbit retrieved information
from the database is similar to how a human viewer
would do so. The Rabbit microcontroller literally visits
different URLs, depending on the function, and would
parse the information that was returned. To make the
Rabbit's onboard parsing of the information as simple
as possible, Hans created special PHP pages for the
label printer that ran specific queries (i.e. fetch anything
that was submitted since I last checked), and returned
information for that entry in a text-only format. If you
were to visit the same URL in a web browser, you
would see:
iCube 1161
183 Cricket Car Movies Michael Rosenblatt
Movies showing capabilities of Cricket Car, and of Kids
using the Cricket Car.
tmpl83.bmp
3.2.4 The final form was specified and then
fabricated on the Media Lab's prototyping facilities.
The practical design of the form presented several
challenges in light of the criteria we set. The entire
unit had to take up the same desk space or less than the
original label printer, the labels had to print out with
the printed side visible, and it had to be easy to load a
new roll of labels. These constraints were in addition
to the implied constraints of having to accommodate
all the internal components (we removed the print head
and main circuit board from the SLP casing). Finally,
all the physical structure components would have to be
fabricated in-house, and would thus have to take into
consideration the prototyping technologies available in
the Media Lab's shop.
The final physical form was slightly larger than a jar
of peanut butter and was constructed of acrylic, ABS
plastic, and aluminum. While we struggled until the
end to find a solution to wrap the internals (such as
vacuum forming or a sewn covering), no solution
seemed practical given that we expected to make
multiple replicas. The main body was constructed of
acrylic and fabricated on the laser cutter. The white
head button (used for sending "thank you's" and demo
mode) was 3D modeled and made with a Stratasys
FDM 2000 3D printer machine. A bracket to hold the
printer head unit was cut from 1/16" aluminum sheet on
an Omax water jet cutter.
3.3 Information Display Device
While we were working on the Beaver Label Printer
project, Rahul had begun to build an internet-connected
text display. His intended purpose was to show news
feeds from different web sites around the world. This
device also used a Rabbit microcontroller, but featured
a vacuum fluorescent display (VFD --beautifully bright
display) as the output medium. Spotting the opportunity
to test another display type with the invention resources
database, I asked Rahul if he would be interested
in testing his display device project in a small scale
production and distribution within the Media Lab.
Final development of the Information Display took
place in less than one week to meet my milestone
for introducing connected display devices to the lab
X-10 Wireless Video
h 4dchannesgelsabout 200ft r
ange unabstruced.
* Polycarb Suspension
(34) by Sara Cminnwn
lncredily stong and cheap susp
enson. road on bby
The labels the Beaver prints include
the name of the entry, a reference
number, the name of the contributor,
and the one line 'why great'
description.
The completed Beaver Label Printer.
The printed circuit board design for the
Information Display Device, by Rahul
Bhargava.
7A design sketch of the Information
Display Device to resolve some
alignment issues.
A community.
3.3.1 The electronics connected a Rabbit
microcontroller to a VFD text display, while the
software queried the database.
The electronics and software development on the
Information Display proceeded quickly, building
on what we had learned from the Label Printer.
Electronically, Rahul had already built a functioning
model on a white prototyping board, leaving only the
step of designing a PCB. The circuit was quite simple,
consisting of only the Rabbit microcontroller, a voltage
regulator, and the VFD screen. Rahul quickly designed
a PCB, and we had it fabricated by AP Circuits, a fast,
low cost circuit board fabrication service.
The software simply married two existing bodies of
code: the display drivers from Rahul's personal text-
display project, and the database fetch routines from
the Label Printer. One significant change, however,
was to rethink the mode of operation. Because the
display would not be consuming physical resources,
we wanted it to display information continuously.
Therefore, the display would simply run through a loop
of different queries. We did not build in a "thank you"
feature to the display due to the complexity raised by
having to monitor input from a button while writing
to the display. We believe this problem to be solvable,
but chose not to address it given the short time frame
available.
Queries contained in the Information Display's programmed
loop:
/just submitted
/most recently submitted
/random from 10 with most hits
/random from 10 most recently viewed
/random
Le__ Yffc
/most recently viewed
/announcements
3.3.2 The aesthetics were intended to be simple, but
cute and slightly anthropomorphic.
I designed a casing for the Information Display circuit
board to allow it to free stand on a desk and to protect
the user from the potentially hot heat sink on the back
side. Although the design of this fixture happened over
only two days, I aimed to develop something that was
aesthetically interesting as well as functional. Part of
the form inspiration was the comical idea of a little
midget cyclopse standing on your desk feeding you
information. This inspiration came from the whimsical
characters sketched by close friend and imagination
advocate, Elizabeth Gerber.
3.3.3 Fabrication was again accomplished in-house,
and hand assembly for each display takes less than
30 minutes.
Fabrication and assembly was much more simple
for the Information Display than the Beaver Label
Printer. The electronics assemble in about 10 minutes
because there are so few components. All the fixture
parts are laser cut acrylic, and the fixture assembles in
about 15 minutes. I designed the laser cut pieces to be
interlocking, so the only hardware required are the two
machine screws visible from the front and their nuts.
The charactors in Liz Gerber's
drawings were another inspiration to
the forms. Liz is a recent graduate of
Stanford's product design program,
and incedentally is entering a PhD
program under Robert Sutton, who's
research is referenced in this paper
[13].
A late-stage drawing of the
assembly. Drawn in Adobe
Illustrator.
The final Information Display
Device.
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4.0 Scenario
The following is a nerrative scenario of how the system I designed might be
used over time.
The night before...
Working late, the night before an open house, Megan went into Tad's office
asking how to speed control a motor from microprocessor. She needed it
for her presentation the following day. Tad showed her the motor control
chip used on another project for applications of a similar scale. In addition
to giving her the chip, he also gave her the wiring diagram from the earlier
project.
They have since put this information into the lab's invention resources
database via the web interface:
1) LB 1638M Motor Driver- Cheap motor driver chip. Good for LEGO 9V motors.
At the instant this was entered into the database, labels print out of the
networked label printer devices around the building. These label printers are
in public spaces, and the labels get read by many people.
At the same time, displays on 20 people's desks are fetching from "Most
recently submitted:" once every two minutes. The code behind "Most recently
submitted:" says: return at random, one of the 10 most recently submitted
iCubes. New entries get displayed frequently for at least a day or two (based
on the present rate of incoming submissions) before they are no-longer on the
top ten. Also, every two minutes, the display fetches a random iCube from the
entire database.
Every two weeks, an auto-generated email gets sent out to the entire lab
containing all the most recently submitted content. Perhaps 20% of the
recipients, or about 80 people, read through it.
Solving a current problem....
Three months later, Tim is exploring how to control a motor from a Rabbit
microcontroller. He goes to the iCubes web interface and types in 'motor
control'. Nothing comes up because Megan keyworded her entry as "motor
driver". He tries "motor." The following hits are returned:
Vibrating Motor - Small DC motor with offset weight shakes when run. by
Michael
6V Gearmotor and Encoder - High quality motor with built in encoder. by Sara
Sanyo LB 1638M -Cheap motor driver chip. Good for LEGO 9V motors. by
Megan
All Electronics -Great source for cheap and surplus electronics, particularly
motors, and tools. by Michael
Run a motor from a microcontroller. - Tip for how to use a MOSFET to run a
motor from a microcontroller. by Casey
Tim finds Megan's entry, about the motor chip. It sounds good, so he follows
the link to her project. While he does not know the current specification of
the motor he's using, he estimates that it must be of similar size to Megan's
application. He decides to use the component. He has a wiring diagram to look
at, a link to the company that sells the chips, and Megan has included the code
she used to control the chip. Even though she used a different microcontroller,
having her code as an example makes it easier than starting from scratch.
Finding other interesting things....
Furthermore, when Tim searched for "motor" several other interesting things
came up. A vibrating motor was one. Tim reads this entry and while he has
no immediate need, he sees the picture and thinks "so that's how cell phones
vibrate." He follows the project link and sees that it is the same component
used in the beaver label printer, which he has seen in the third floor kitchen.
He thinks that is an interesting feedback mechanism for a tangible user
interface.
He also sees the entry for "6V Gearmotor and Encoder". He clicks on this
iCube to read more and finds that you can get motors with sensors built in
that can be interfaced to a microprocessor to deduce odometry, speed, and
acceleration. While he does not need this capability now, he thinks to himself
that that will be good to know in the future. He also learns that these motors
are available with different built-in gearboxes for different output ratios. He
sees that this iCube was entered by Sara, who he now assumes must know
something about motors. He clicks on her iCube. Under the heading "special
powers" she has entered "sarcasm." Tim now knows something about her
personality also. Additionally, he sees her picture, and remembers he had seen
her in the workshop, but did not know her name. In the picture, she's hugging
a giant redwood tree - more personality. He scrolls down to the area titled
"Other iCubes by this user:" and sees:
i-Cubes by Sara Cinnamon [more]:
Po ycarb Suspension - incredibly strong and cheap suspension. 'froad on baby! by
Sara ainnamon
Tim now clicks on this entry, and learns that you can make flexible robot
suspensions out of solid piece of plastic on the machines in the lab's
workshop. Tim snaps himself from the crux of his computer screen, realizing
that he has gotten derailed from his present task, but he has learned a lot in
just several minutes.
He copies and pastes the part number of the motor driver chip into an email
and sends a message to the lab's public mailing list to ask if anyone has
one of these chips. Not atypical within the Media Lab, he has three positive
responses in 20 minutes.
Enter the beaver label printer....
In an alternate scenario, Tim does not search the iCubes website. He turns
to his office mate for advice, explaining the problem he has of controlling a
specific motor from a Rabbit microprocessor. His office mate does not have an
answer, but remembers recently seeing a sticker in the kitchen that was printed
by the beaver label printer "LB 1638M Motor Driver." Tim's office mate
tells him of this reference, and advises a search into the invention resources
database.
Information display...
A final alternate scenario, Tim was soldering transistors one day at the
workbench, when he glanced over to the iDisplay. It was scrolling Megan's
entry about the motor driver chip. He reads the entry as it scrolls across the
display, and perhaps reads the next post. Then he goes back to his transistors.
Two months later, Tim is developing a class project. He has been a long
time connoisseur of yellow M&Ms, and fluent machine vision developer. In
thinking about physically manipulating M&Ms he remembers he saw the post
about how to control motors, and a vision develops in his head that he could
build an M&M sorting machine from these component understandings. His
awareness of resources, in this case, impacted his creative process. (In truth,
there will probably be more component understandings to develop along the
way).
5.0 Evaluation and Discussion
There is value in sharing invention meme information within a community
of inventors, and a good catalyst for facilitating such sharing is a web based
system. Furthermore, Networked information displays have the potential to
increase awareness of and participation with an information sharing system.
This chapter gives preliminary evaluation of each part we implemented, the
web based system, and each of the two networked information displays with
respect to the challenge of adoption.
5.0.1 About the experimental context.
The web based information sharing system and each of the networked
information displays were introduced for study into the Media Lab
community. Deployment specifics will be discussed in each individual
section, here I give background about the Media Lab.
The MIT Media Lab is a multidisciplinary research lab. It is home to
approximately 330 researchers including faculty (35), graduate students
(150), undergraduate research assistants (120), and staff (30). Its research
spans topics from the physical sciences, to communication, to learning, to
the arts. In the course of this thesis, some interaction with the community
occurred through e-mail distributions lists, which also includes many alumni
and former faculty and staff members, and researchers at our European
affiliate, Media Lab Europe.
The population is relatively transient compared with a non-academic lab,
as each year some students finish their degrees and leave and new students
arrive. Also, during the summer term (June through August), the population
is significantly reduced as many students go on internships, and there is a
latency between when finishing students graduate and new students arrive to
fill their spots. The shifting population and reduced summer population add
an additional challenge for adoption of a community information sharing
system.
5.1 The web based system.
The web-based information sharing system developed for this project is called
i-Cubes Server, and was tested in the Media Lab community over a period of
about 5 months, from February 2003 through early August 2003. In May 2003
the system was announced lab wide through a series of email announcements
and word of mouth (the earlier months were used for development and
debugging). Access was restricted to Media Lab members, and required a
Media Lab network user account for login. The rational for requiring login
was twofold: first, it constrained the audience and contributor pool at the
community boundaries, and second, it allowed us to log website usage by
viewer, building on the existing authentication software developed by the lab's
networking support group, Necsys.
During the introduction of the system there were several important dates when
announcements went out to the lab:
May 12, 2003: ML News
The first lab wide announcement of the system appeared in the monthly internal
email newsletter.
June 13, 2003: Invention Update #01
I sent an email out internally that contained a list of recently submitted invention
memes. This email also reminded people of the existence of the website.
July 11, 2003: Invention Update #02
This was another update of recently submitted invention memes.
July 25, 2003: Beaver in Kitchen
This was an announcement to the lab that I had installed one of the networked
information displays, the beaver label printer, in the lab kitchen.
July 30 and 31, 2003: 30 Sec. Survey
This survey asked people about their familarity with specific resources. The follow
up included pointers to the Invention Resources Database.
5.1.1 Page hits and user registries.
The first graph (Fig 1) measures the number of hits to invention meme content
(showcube) pages. The peaks reveal a pattern. While I cannot explain peaks
A or B, peak C occurred the day I replied to a message on the lab's "hackers"
email list. I referred an inquiry to the i-Cubes database while CCing the rest of
the mailing list (a transcript of this email exchange is on page 72). This email
conversation resulted in an increase in traffic on that day. Peak D and peak E
both follow closely the "Invention Update" emails, giving evidence that email
notification is reasonably effective in promoting awareness. Peak F followed
the email announcement explaining that one of the Beaver Label Printers
was installed in the lab's public kitchen. In this case, it is difficult to discern
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Fig 2: Total number of users registered on each day.
whether the increased traffic was due to the email announcement or people's
direct interaction with the beaver label printer. I suspect that both were factors.
Looking at the graph of registered users (Fig 2), a similar relationship to
the email announcements can be seen. This graph can only increase as it is
a plot of the total number of registered users on each day through the life
of the system. Users become registered the first time they visit the site, and
cannot become "unregistered." Correlation to the announcement dates can
be seen in the slopes of the graph. Each vertical line marks the date of one
of the lab-wide announcements in the list above. The slope, representing the
rate of increase in total users at any given point, is steepest following the
email announcements, especially the latter four announcements. This further
supports my suspicion that email announcements are effective in promoting
awareness. However, this graph should be viewed as a preliminary result,
while early results are promising, a longer trial is needed before conclusions
about trends can be made.
5.1.2 Total number of users.
A total of137 users registered on the web interface during the trial. This
is encouraging because this number is approximately 1/3 of the Media
Lab's population, and over 1/2 when discounting undergraduate research
assistants who are often not on the email distribution lists. Offering further
encouragement is the fact that this number should be considered in light of
the reduced population the lab has over the summer term. However, 14% of
the users were alumni, and another 20% of the users were staff members,
including several at Media Lab Europe.
Based on this breakdown, it is difficult to claim that the website won a
particular percentage of the overall population, partially due to the ambiguity
of the boundaries of the population. However, the overall percentage may not
matter. I do consider the number of users we received to be a success for this
project in its initial stages.
5.1.3 Total number of contributions.
At the end of the trial there were 176 entries contributed, but a more accurate
metric for participation would be the number of entries that were not
submitted by myself or Jennifer Tu (an undergraduate researcher assigned to
add initial content). That number is 95. I consider this a modest success. The
number of contributions demonstrates reasonable buy-in, but the number of
actual contributors is probably closer to 40. While I hesitate to say that the
system has reached a tipping point where frequent enough user contributions
will sustain the population's interest in the system, I believe, based on the
success of the "Climbing Boulder" example in section 2.2.4, this result
indicates that such a point is attainable.
5.2 Beaver Label Printer
Two beaver label printers were introduced to public spaces within the Media
Lab. One was installed in the third floor kitchen, a small area containing
vending machines, coffee machines, and a microwave, and the other was
installed in a third floor lounge area near where our research group resides.
5.2.1 Prints per day and 'thank yous' per day.
I will now evaluate the effectiveness of the beaver label printer with logged
usage statistics and voluntary surveys. The evaluation is preliminary, but it
shows a promising trend. These two graphs respectively show how many
labels were printed (via the user-induced demo function) and how many
'thank yous' were sent on each day of the beaver's deployment. 'Thank yous'
were sent by pressing the head of the beaver, which only sent a thank you to
the contributor of the last label printed. If a 'thank you' was intended for a
label that had not yet been torn, but was not the latest, that 'thank you' would
have gone to the wrong destination. Also, it is likely there were inadvertent
'thank yous' sent by not holding the head button down long enough to print, or
just pressing the head button for fun because it made the beaver shake with a
vibrating motor. In any case, thank you response can be taken as a measure of
physical interaction with the community.
The first graph, prints per day, shows a strong interest at introduction and a
decline approaching 10 prints per day. The minima at A and B occur during
weekends when not many people are working at the lab. I am not concerned
by this downward trend. One reason is that this graph shows how many labels
were printed through the user-induced demo mode, and even if interest in this
mode dissipates entirely, the beaver will still have value as a content delivery
system, printing labels from submissions to the website. A second reason is
during the beaver's deployment in the kitchen, when a strip of labels got to a
certain length, people would tear the strip off and pin it to the bulletin board in
the kitchen area. As a result, many people have been reading from these pre-
printed labels rather than printing more labels. This suggests that the beaver
impacts more than the individuals who have directly commanded it to print
labels.
The second graph, 'thank yous' per day, shows a similar trend. However,
this data is less reliable because a 'thank you' is defined by any momentary
press of the beaver's head button, and people may not have always intended
to send a 'thank you.' Often people may not have known what it was doing
(even though there was a small sign explaining it), and another possibility is
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Fig 4: Beaver Label Printer, 'thank yous' sent per day.
that people intended to print a label, but did not hold the button down for the
required 2 seconds to print a demo label. The 'thank you' feature was designed
to bolster user confidence by communicating that there was an interested
audience for their contributions, therefore accuracy was not important.
5.2.2 User survey.
A voluntary survey was conducted, providing additional insight into the
effectiveness of the beaver label printer. I sent the survey to the lab's email
distribution list, and eleven people replied. The results are given below,
annotated with my own commentary.
Q: Do you know what the beaver label printer is? (yes, no)
A: Yes, 11
Q: Did you know of the beaver's relationship to the invention resources database?
(yes, no)
A: Yes, 9 No, 2
This is interesting because anything less than a 100% positive response indicated that
we could have communicated the purpose better, possibly even through design.
Q: Have you printed any invention resource labels from the beaver label printer?
(yes, no)
A: Yes 9, no 2
This is not surprising because people may have felt they experienced beaver label
printer sufficiently by seeing other people interact with it or by reading already-
printed labels.
Q: Have you read any of the printed labels? (yes, no)
A: Yes 11
Q: Have you taken any of the labels with you? (yes, no)
A: Yes 2, no 9
This is interesting because we chose labels instead of a receipt printer because we
thought people might want to stick labels in their notebooks. This might also be an
indicator that there was not useful information on the labels that could not be easily
remembered (such as the web interface url).
Q: Did you look up any content from the labels on the website? (yes, no)
A: Yes 4 no 7
This is interesting because it supports the hypothesis that a networked information
display can increase participation with an online information sharing system. One of
the user comments (see below) explains a perspective of someone who did not look
up anything.
Q: Did you learn anything from the labels?
A: Yes 8 no 3
This is encouraging, but needs further study into the specifics of what they learned.
In addition, the survey asked for comments.
"It's lovely!"
-it was designed to be appreciated on an aesthetic level and a humorous level.
"Not to be harsh -- but it seemed wasteful."
-I don't contest this, and another user echoed this concern. However, after the novelty
wears off, most of the prints will be a result of newly submitted content, and there will
be less waste due to redundant printing. Also, there is value in the permanence and
record provided by physical printouts (as related to the next user's comment).
"I used the beavers a bit, and it would have been great to be able to send what I was
browsing on icubes.media.mit.edu to the nearest beaver for printout. I was looking
for [a label of a specific] icube, but it never came up in the random selection of
stickers I printed.
Another strange phenomenon I noticed was the stack of stickers piled up at the
garden I-com (video conference screen) station. It was a comfortable feeling to be
able to browse those pre-printed labels, still attached to the printer. It gave the printer
a very tangible history. Though not intentional, to know that others have printed
and seen these items when they pressed the beaver's head, gives a sense of what
knowledge is leaking out of the icubes and into the unintentional viewer's head. A bit
like office graffiti. Like the wonderful linux advertisments by IBM a few years back:
spraypaint vandalism as ads."
-I agree with this user's request for the ability to print to a specific entry to a specific
beaver label printer. I'll revisit this in the future work section in Chapter 6.
"I think that the "cute" interface added to the interaction experience of passers-by.
The posted paper with label empty squares also defiantly added to a more permanent
feel to the project. The issue of the trailing amount of labels I think deserves second
thought, as well as recycling issues. All in all, I think the project is a worthy one and
that the Beavers served as an invigorating and thought provoking catalyst."
"many people seem to be using the labels in a more artistic way: stick em
to cup, decorate personal space, etc. not bad, just different usage."
-This is encouraging and is consistent with the earlier comment about "office
graffiti."
"seemed like the same random facts kept appearing. would have liked more useful
information - and the ability to select a category of information i'm interested in. it
was fun to see other people's pictures though."
-I'll address the question offiltering in Chapter 6.
"[regarding looking something up as a result of seeing it on a label] No, but having
read the label it serves as in index into the database for future use. For example, I
know there is an important tip about the SolidWorks software. When I need to use
this software I will definitely check what exactly that tip is from the icudes database.
So not having acted upon the knowledge acquired from the labels does not mean that
it is not useful to me."
-This suggests that there is long term value in using networked information displays
to foster awareness of an online information sharing system. People get a sense of
what kind of information is in the database, which may be of use in the future.
5.3 Information Display
A total of 9 information displays were deployed for use and were in place
for 4 weeks beginning in mid-July 2003. These were all deployed within the
"Garden," a third floor work space in the Media Lab shared by three different
research groups including our own. I opted to deploy all 9 in one area rather
than across the lab to achieve a density that would be similar to what I'd
envision for a full-scale deployment. Of the 9, 5 displays were in student
offices, 3 were in the common workspace on desks used typically by the same
person every day, and 1 was placed on a shared electronics work bench.
5.3.1 User Survey.
Similar to the survey concerning the beaver, I sent out a voluntary survey to
access the information displays. This survey went only to the Garden area
mailing list. Four people responded.
Do you have a text display device in your office or on your desk?
Yes 3
No I
Have you noticed any of the text display devices around the garden workspace?
Yes 4
-This was reaffirming of the design which uses a high-brightness VFD display for
readability and its potential to attract attention.
Were you aware of the Invention Resource Database prior to seeing a display?
Yes 3
No I
How often have you read from one of these text displays?
(never, once ever, once a week, once a day, more often than once a day)
More than once a day 4
-Further study should be conducted to see if this response persists over time.
Have you ever read something that interested you on the display?
Yes 4
Were you ever prompted to visit the Invention Resources Database as a result of
something you read on the text display?
Yes 3
No 1
-This suggests that the information displays did foster greater participation with the
web interface.
Did the presence of the displays influence your decision to contribute information to
the database?
Yes 1 no 3
Overall, my sense is that the information display device was fairly effective
in promoting awareness of the system and content in the system. I think that
by having a number of these displays around the Garden area, people in that
area may have believed that their contributions would have a greater chance of
reaching an audience, but further research over longer timescales is required
to further substantiate this theory.
5.4 Additional Discussion
5.4.1 Anecdotal evidence suggests the information sharing system may
boost invention effectiveness, but more thorough study is required.
No conclusions can be extracted regarding the intended effect of elevating
invention effectiveness, however several cases suggest that this may be a
likely result over time. One case originated in the form of an email request
for a specific part. Another was a quick survey of interest in specific resources
across the lab. A third example is the implementation of this project itself.
The clearest anecdote suggesting the value of an information sharing system
among a community of inventors began with an email request to the lab's
mailing list by Josh Smith, a Media Lab alumnus (transcript on page 74). Josh
asked if anyone knew of a component that allowed you to attach USB to a
project. I knew that Rahul Bhargava had just entered a component matching
Josh's need, so I wrote back to Josh and referred him to the database. (I would
not have known of the part either, had I not seen it in the database). Josh
visited the database, found the info for the part that he needed, and also found
another item he was interested in.
Another case suggesting the benefit of an invention resource information
sharing system is the results of a survey I conducted across the lab regarding
resource knowledge. I sent an email message to the lab mailing list containing
the names of 7 commonly used resources in our group. I asked people to
reply, marking the ones they had heard of. I then sent a follow-up containing
the definitions of the resources and asking people to mark the ones they did
not know but were "glad to now know of'. This follow-up email contained
references to each resource in the database.
The results of this survey suggested that people were not widely aware of our
common resources, but were often interested in the ones they did not know.
Survey results.
Number of people who heard of:
0 items: -- (2)
1 item : ----- (5)
2 items: ---- (4)
3 items: ------- (7)
4 items: --- (3)
5 items: ---- (5)
6 items: ------ (6)
7 items: - (1)
Number of items people were glad to know about (of the ones they did not already
know) after reading definitions:
0 items: - (1)
1 item : ------ (6)
2 items: ------- (7)
3 items: --- (3)
4 items: ---- (4)
5 items: (0)
6 items: (0)
7 items: (0)
Transcript of email conversation with Josh Smith:
From: "Joshua R. Smith" <jrs@media.mit.edu>
Date: Mon Jun 9, 2003 1:42:44 PM US/Eastern
To: hackers@media.mit.edu
Subject: USB chip?
Has anyone got a favorite USB interface chip? Ease of use is my main
concern. Ideally I think I'd like one that comes with a virtual COM
driver for Windows 2000 (so the device on the other end looks like a COM
port to the application software). Small footprint, cost less than a
penny, and solar powered would be nice too.
Josh Smith
From: Michael Rosenblatt <michael@media.mit.edu>
Date: Mon Jun 9, 2003 1:53:47 PM US/Eastern
To: "Joshua R. Smith" <jrs@media.mit.edu>
Cc: hackers@media.mit.edu
Subject: Re: USB chip?
Hi Josh,
Rahul Bhargava entered this in our invention resource database a few days go. Not sure about
Win/Com drivers, but check it out.
-Michael
i-Cubes Invention Resource Database:
http://icubes.media.mit.edu (Media Lab login required)
USB-Serial Modules (i-Cube #240) by Rahul Bhargava
cheap way to add USB support to serial projects
Kanda Shop: http://www.kanda.com/shopnav/shop.php3?bc=direct&bw=/
browse.php3?partno=UMS I
From: "Joshua R. Smith" <jrs@media.mit.edu>
Date: Tue Jun 10, 2003 9:08:51 AM US/Eastern
To: Michael Rosenblatt <michael@media.mit.edu>
Subject: Re: USB chip?
Michael,
I like i-cubes. I actually ordered
both the USB dongle, and some things from Happ controls (which I didn't
know about).
Thanks!
Josh
Items included in the Survey:
[ ] AP Circuits (i-Cube #446) by Michael Rosenblatt
Cheap PCB fabricator. $100 for 10 boards. Your PCBs arrive within 2 days.
[ I Cricket (i-Cube #447) by Michael Rosenblatt
LLK developed project controller. Fastest way to get up and running with a
microcontroller project!
[ I Z-World Rabbit 2200 (i-Cube #246) by Michael Rosenblatt
$50 microcontroller with TCP/IP hardware and software support.
[ ] All Electronics (i-Cube #448) by Michael Rosenblatt
Great source for cheap and surplus electronics, particularly motors, and tools.
[ ] Assembly Plus (no iCube yet -waiting for info)
Makes high quality PCBs and provides assembly service. They will get all parts, and
build boards to your spec/design.
[ ] The Tower (i-Cube #106) by Michael Rosenblatt
Chris Lyon's thesis project. Modular, extendable, scalable embedded computing
solution with low learning curve.
[ ] Logochip (i-Cube #449) by Michael Rosenblatt
A tiny board with a PIC chip with a Logo VM. Makes PIC projects easy and fast.
A third example of the benefit of such a system, is the implementation of this
project. The implementation of this project was full of invention memes that
we were aware of before starting, many of which influenced our decisions,
and memes that we developed through research and the discourse of
implementation. During the project I have put many of these memes into the
database (see appendix A).
5.4.2 My experiences during this project supports the belief that invention
is information driven, but information alone is not sufficient.
Invention is largely information driven. I again point to the implementation
of this project as a primary example, the earlier discussion of the cricket
car serves as another example, as does an art project by recent Media Lab
graduate and friend, Simon Greenwold.
In the implementation of this project there were multiple examples that
illustrate the impact and limitations of information on the inventive project.
One such example is the picture-cropping page as discussed in section 3.1.10.
At the onset, we had the goal of simplifying picture cropping for the user in
the interest of expediting the submission process. We did not know of any
existing example of a web-based photo cropping application. We asked around
among our friends, and someone, I think Tim Gorton said he had heard of
ImageMagick [39], the open source command line image manipulation toolset
that we ultimately decided to use. While ImageMagick would provide the
cropping engine, we still needed to design a web browser-compatible user
interface for the cropping. Hans, the programmer, was already experienced in
Macromedia Flash, but was not familiar with its ability to load an image from
a file (in this case, the image to crop).
This anecdote supports the claim of value of information to invention, but
does not tell the whole story. After obtaining the information about resources,
Hans invested hours of time learning about the nuances of connecting a Flash
user interface to ImageMagick, employing skills that he already had and
developing new skills. As with most (if not all) projects, the information we
had was necessary, but not sufficient.
Secondly, I point to the discussion in section 2.0.3 about the Cricket Car.
As the figure explains, the Cricket Car was a compilation of invention
memes that I knew previously, and ones that I developed through research
and experimentation during the project. Some of the memes I knew about
beforehand were influential to the entire project. The Cricket, its namesake,
is one of these. If I had not known of the Cricket beforehand, I may have
never imagined the concept for the Cricket Car. However, as in the previous
example, information was only part of the story.
A third, brief example is a project by Simon Greenwold called Tear Me [43].
Tear Me consisted of multiple receipt printers hanging from an overhead
beam, that would continuously print when a visitor approached. Months prior
to this project, I had shown Simon a $5 printer component I had bought from
a surplus company when I was searching for components for the beaver label
printer. The knowledge of this component influenced Simon's development
of Tear Me. Another influence was Simon's own search for information about
controlling the printer component ($5, but no documentation!). Simon found
that someone had posted code for controlling the printer from a PIC processor,
which he was already familiar with. With this finding, he decided he had
enough information to move forward with the project.
The following three examples explain the role of information to invention, but
it is important to remember that information is necessary, yet not sufficient.
The projects in every one of these examples required many hours of "hacking"
and experimentation to achieve the desired results. While information, or
invention memes, may provide a structure, it is skill and experience (old and
that developed in the discourse) that provides the glue to bring these memes
together in a project. The information is often easy to share, but the skills and
experience are not as easy. Perhaps this is the difference between information
and knowledge Brown and Duguid speak of, as referenced in section 2.2.3.
5.4.3 Everyone in a community of inventors is a scavenger of invention
memes and capturing and sharing across a community is of particular
value.
Some people in a community of inventors, the mavens, actively scavenge
invention memes in anticipation of need, but everyone accumulates invention
memes through the discourse of their work. The previous three cases serve as
examples of this.
Even invention memes that people take for granted may not be well known
across a community. One particularly interesting facet of the survey discussed
in 5.4.1 was that the 7 resources I emailed to people were things that we
used regularly in our group. These were not things we thought were novel, or
even that we thought we had exclusive knowledge of. However, the results
indicated that knowledge of many of these was not widespread, but there was
interest in them. This is an important finding because it suggests that even
information thought to be commonly known in parts of a community may not
be commonly known across the community.
A value in sharing information across a community via a database is its
ability to allow information transcend space and time. The time argument is
evidenced in part by the participation of Media Lab alumni already, and will
be further supported when many of the original contributors graduate. Losing
information and knowledge over time is a particularly relevant issue for
academic institutions as students' residencies are generally only 2-5 years.
Overcoming space in information sharing is another potential gain even on
a local scale. Based on my own assessment of the results, it is my belief that
people are viewing information submitted by people they don't normally
speak to on a regular basis. This could be determined explicitly by using log
data to generate a per-user list of contributors of viewed information. Users
would be asked to rate how often they spoke to each of the contributors.
Such a finding would be powerful because it would support the claim that
information of anticipatory value might be shared across spatial boundaries.
This information exchange is known to happen casually, but within the limits
of existing spatial and social boundaries, such as the case mentioned in section
5.4.2 with Simon and the printer component,
5.4.4 There is value in having information that is locally relevant and
verified.
Information submitted into the database by community is of particular local
value. Anything submitted by a community member has a greater chance of
being relevant than something found on the outside, because they made a
conscious decision that that information was worthwhile to share, and they
made the effort to submit it. This makes the information much more valuable
than information found at large (i.e. internet searches), as information in the
database has been selected by someone local in some way to your work.
5.4.5 Getting the community to participate is a challenge, but fostering
interest is far easier, and is a good first step.
Getting people to view the site was not so difficult, but getting people to
contribute was particularly hard. Initially very few people made the effort
to contribute. However, as more people viewed the site, slowly more people
contributed to it. If I were to do this again, I would have placed more initial
effort on building a viewing base before advocating participation.
5.4.6 Networked display devices, create new windows into the space with
new qualities of interaction.
Lots of people interacted with the site via the beaver label printer and the
information display. I believe people had much more interaction with the
information in the database via the information display devices. While this is
not necessarily reflected in traffic to the web-interface, there is probably much
future value in this as people are aware of what content is in the database, and
will visit the web interface should the need arise.
5.4.7 Networked display devices may be a motivator for contributing
information.
I suspected that having novel information display devices around an area
would not only promote awareness of the information system, but also
motivate people to contribute information. The reason I suspected people to
be motivated is because any information they contributed would directly reach
an audience through the devices. This might give users confidence that their
contributions would be viewed and not be a wasted effort.
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6.0 Future Work and Recommendations
Fostering community awareness and participation with the information
sharing system was harder than I anticipated. Future work should embrace this
challenge and attempt to address it with a combination of traditional methods
such as frequent communications and novel strategies such as networked
information devices. This section outlines some ideas I had during the
project that I did not have time to try, and ideas based on learnings from my
evaluation. It concludes with recommendations for future research in this area.
6.1 The web based system.
6.1.1 More regular email announcements.
Based on the graphs produced from user statistics, I would have put a lot
more effort into producing consistent email updates. Perhaps this should
be automated into the system. If the system were to receive submissions at
a high enough rate to merit filtering, perhaps users could set up individual
preferences such that only entries belonging to certain categories or containing
certain keywords would get sent to them in their updates.
6.1.2 Integration with existing email lists.
People at the Media Lab already share invention memes on the existing email
lists. The advantage of a web-based database is that it can help organize
this information to be more consistent and searchable. It can also make this
content available for browsing and with more cross-references. However,
if a population is already sharing this information over one medium, it is
difficult to encourage people to switch to another. Addressing the question
of integration to these existing channels is worthy of further research. One
possible solution would be to provide an email interface to the database so that
when people emailed the mailing lists, the database could return search results
too. Also when people posted responses, perhaps an interface to the database
could be programmed to auto-create an entry of this information.
6.1.3 Design features for individual users.
Consistent with Grudin's points in section 2.3.1, I would focus on designing
more features to benefit the individual user to garner greater participation. One
idea I had was to develop an individual-user project management software
package that would help that user keep track resources and versions of files
for various projects. This is actually something that I would like to have
anyway. This project management software would provide options to the user
to publish their project to the database with its resources. I believe such a
software package would increase the number of contributions to the database.
6.1.4 Increase site-browsing capability through cross-referencing.
I would also focus on strengthening internal cross-referencing within the
database. This would foster better browsing capabilities for the site, while
further creating the opportunity for entries to be displayed in greater context.
With strengthened cross-linking, you would be able to click on a project, and
see all the resources entered under that project, and then click on a resource
and see all projects that referenced that resource. If you clicked on a user,
you should be able to see all the entries submitted by that user. I believe such
cross-linking would make the information space much more interesting to
navigate.
6.2 Beaver label printer
6.2.1 Placement in individual's offices.
Early in the conceptualization, I intended to install the beaver label printers in
people's offices rather than in public spaces. Then when we only made several
of the printers, it seemed that the beavers would have greater impact in public
spaces, and I placed them according. I still believe these printers would have
value being placed in individual user's offices and that further study is merited
to understand how they affect users in that environment.
6.2.2 Greater wideness of purpose.
Consistent with the Appliance Studio paper [25], I would focus on providing
functionality that allowed for greater wideness of purpose. Based on user
feedback, I would first add the function to print an entry to a specific printer,
addressing the printer by name as another user suggested. Secondly, I would
add the functionality to print address labels from a web page, so an individual
user could use their beaver label printer for that practical purpose as well.
6.2.3 Filtering.
To address user concerns regarding waste and recycling, I would consider
creating user preferences to constrain what content the beavers print. I believe
this would only become an issue when the frequency of submissions is high
enough that a user would not want to read all of them. At that point, this
content could be constrained by category or keyword.
6.3 Information Display Device
6.3.1 Greater wideness of purpose.
Similar to the beaver, I would seek to further the information display's
wideness of purpose. I wonder whether people would begin to ignore the
displays at times when content did not seem to change frequently. I might
address this by returning to Rahul's initial intention for the networked
information display, viewing news streams. With this functionality, a user
might be able to set preferences on their display that would allow them to
select what information streams they would receive from different news
websites. Any selected streams would cycle in the loop along with queries
from our database.
Additionally, I would add the feature to allow users to send messages to
other users' information displays. This is motivated by an early Rabbit
Microcontroller project by Media Lab alumni Tim Hirzel, who built scrolling
LED message displays for exactly this purpose. However, such a feature
might need a method to call a user's attention to the display. I'd do this with
the addition of a flashing LED and a button. If there were a message waiting
for a user, an LED would flash on the display, and the user could press a
button to cease the flashing and display the message.
6.3.2 Task Closure.
I would also consider the issue of task closure as raised in the Appliance
Studio paper [25]. This is consistent with a comment made by thesis reader,
Ted Selker who stated that once an entry on the screen of the information
display sparks the user's interest, the user has no direct recourse at that point.
He suggested placing a button on the display that would then load the item
being shown onto the user's web browser (this would require some clever
decision making as the display, being a stand-alone device, would have to address the user's
computer in some way). I believe this issue also merits further consideration.
6.4 Recommendations
People who are interested in fostering invention and creativity within communities should
strongly consider how their communities share information. A good way to facilitate
information is through electronic databases, but the challenge of adoption should not be
underestimated. Preliminary evidence suggests that networked information displays can help
propagate awareness of such a system and may encourage participation. Further study is
required, but I believe there is strong potential in this approach.
This project was both humbling and encouraging. Fostering community participation is a
challenging undertaking, and this task should not be underestimated. Initially, I had high
expectations that people would be eager to contribute. I quickly had to readjust these
expectations, which was very discouraging during the project. People were skeptical of the
value of such a system, unable to see past its immature state. People were also unwilling to
put forth effort to contribute to something that was new and perhaps not yet rooted, for fear
that the system may not last. Fostering participation was harder than I had anticipated.
This project was encouraging in that it did begin to receive attention from the community,
and many people did contribute information to the system. The lesson here is similar to the
one in the example, "Climbing Boulder" (section 2.2.4): fostering community participation
takes time and effort. Persistance and initial participation by the core developers, help such
an effort gain the establishment it needs to win the confidence of the community. A continued
effort in this space should focus on building user confidence in the system, both in terms of
longevity and utility.
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Appendix A: Invention Memes
http://icubes.media.mit.edu (Media Lab login required)
Digikey (i-Cube #52) by Michael Rosenblatt
general supplier for electronic components
Cricket Car Solidworks Files (i-Cube #182) by Michael Rosenblatt
Solidworks part files and .stl files to make the Cricket Car chassis and servo bracket.
Cricket Car: http://web.media.mit.edu/~mr4/cricketcar.html
LEGO City: http://web.media.mit.edu/%7Emr4/legocity/index.html
Cricket Car Movies (i-Cube #183) by Michael Rosenblatt
Movies showing capabilities of Cricket Car, and of Kids using the Cricket Car.
Cricket Car: http://web.media.mit.edu/-mr4/cricketcar.html
Cricket Car Movies: http://web.media.mit.edu/~mr4/cricketcarrsrc/videos.html
USB-Serial Modules (i-Cube #240) by Rahul Bhargava
cheap way to add USB support to serial projects
Kanda Shop: http://www.kanda.com/shopnav/shop.php3?bc=direct&bw=/
browse.php3?partno=UMS 1
Z-World Rabbit 2200 (i-Cube #246) by Michael Rosenblatt
$50 microcontroller with TCP/IP hardware and software support.
z-world: http://www.zworld.com
Steve Jobs Wired Interview (1996) (i-Cube #268) by Michael Rosenblatt
Apple founder gives a '96 perspective on where the future of the internet lies and his thoughts
on design.
Wired Interview: http://www.wired.com/wired/archive//4.02/jobs-pr.html
Wired Main: http://www.wired.com
Hackable Address Label Printer (i-Cube #273) by Rahul Bhargava
You can easily print address-label sized stickers over serial.
iCubes: http://icubes.media.mit.edu/
Pruduct Description: http://www.siibusinessproducts.com/products/slpl00.html
SDK download login: https://www.siibusinessproducts.com/sdk/sdklogin.asp
Cheap VFD source (i-Cube #274) by Rahul Bhargava
They have small Vacuum Fluorescent Displays for $25.
Climbing Boulder Website (i-Cube #292) by Michael Rosenblatt
A wildly successful community contributed/supported database of rock climbing routes.
Climbing Boulder: http://www.climbingboulder.com
Tolleson Design (i-Cube #319) by Michael Rosenblatt
Good work in graphic design, packaging design, and visual information representation.
Tolleson Design: http://tolleson.com/
Small Parts (i-Cube #327) by Michael Rosenblatt
Sells machine parts, ball bearings, precision fasteners, materials, gears, belts, pulleys, etc.
Hydra (i-Cube #340) by Michael Rosenblatt
Mac OSX application that allow for collaborative editing of text files. Great for programming.
Apple's Hydra Download site: http://www.apple.com/downloads/macosx/productivity-tools/
hydra.html
Shopcams (i-Cube #345) by Michael Rosenblatt
Webcams in E15's basement shops so you can check to see if the machine you want is in use.
How to make almost anything: http://www.media.mit.edu/physics/pedagogy/fab/
Polycarb Suspension (i-Cube #346) by Sara Cinnamon
Incredibly strong and cheap suspension. 'froad on baby!
Robotany: http://web.media.mit.edu/-sarac
phpMyEdit (i-Cube #361) by Rahul Bhargava
auto-generate simple web forms for editing stuff in a mySQL table
homepage: http://phpmyedit.org/home.php
Cambridge Area Menus (i-Cube #363) by Michael Rosenblatt
You need food for survival. Great for late nights at the lab.
Find Food!: http://www.mit.edu:8001/people/wchuang/menus/menus.html
Lasercutting from Solidworks (i-Cube #366) by Michael Rosenblatt
Solidworks handles mechanical design much better than illustrator and corel. But you need
this tip.
Solidworks: http://www.solidworks.com
MIT Writing Center (i-Cube #379) by Elizabeth Sylvan
For free, they teach you good writing practices and edit your papers.
Writing Center: http://web.mit.edu/writing/
Alvin Drafting Table (i-Cube #399) by Michael Rosenblatt
Cheap, portable, tiltable, foldable, 30"x42" work surface.
Utrecht Website: http://www.utrecht.com
Product Listing: http://www.utrechtart.com/dsp-view-product.cfm?classID=21 1I&subclassl
D=211 10&brandname=Alvin&Item=47121
GIG Box (i-Cube #419) by Michael Rosenblatt
Laser cut your own box. Great design. Makes people laugh.
Grassroots Invention Group: http://gig.media.mit.edu
3M Double Sided Mounting Tape (i-Cube #424) by Michael Rosenblatt
Super strong adhesive, has thickness, 1/16". Insulates electronics, mounts circuit boards,
holds things together well!
Adobe Illustrator (i-Cube #426) by Michael Rosenblatt
Design for the laser cutter. Make beautiful graphics. Design web pages.
Adobe Illustrator: http://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator/main.html
Run a motor from a microcontroller. (i-Cube #429) by Michael Rosenblatt
Tip for how to use a MOSFET to run a motor from a microcontroller.
Digikey: http://www.digikey.com
Beaver Label Printer (i-Cube #433) by Michael Rosenblatt
Plugs into the network and prints out new iCubes as they are submitted.
AP Circuits (i-Cube #446) by Michael Rosenblatt
Cheap PCB fabricator. $100 for 10 boards. Your PCBs arrive within 2 days.
All Electronics (i-Cube #448) by Michael Rosenblatt
Great source for cheap and surplus electronics, particularly motors, and tools.
Logochip (i-Cube #449) by Michael Rosenblatt
A tiny board with a PIC chip with a Logo VM. Makes PIC projects easy and fast.
Fred Martin's Class: http://www.cs.uml.edu/~fredm/courses/91.548/lab3.shtml
Sanyo LB1638M (i-Cube #456) by Michael Rosenblatt
Cheap motor driver chip. Good for LEGO 9V motors.
Vibrating Motor (i-Cube #457) by Michael Rosenblatt
Small DC motor with offset weight shakes when run.
Beaver Lable Printer: http://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/category.cgi?category=search&it
em=DCM- 1 84&type=store
All Electronics: http://www.allelectronics.com/cgi-bin/category.cgi?category=search&item=D
CM- 1 84&type=store
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Appendix B: Circuit Layouts and Source Code
This appendix contains the circuit board layouts Beaver Label Printer
and Information Display Device. For source code listings, visit Rahul
Bhargava's website, http://www.instituteofthefuture.org, or send email to
michael@media.mit.edu.
Circuit board layout for the Beaver Label Printer
Circuit board layout for the Information Display Device
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Appendix C: Images from Design Process
This contains sketches and photographs from throughout the design process of
the Beaver Label Printer and the Information Display Device.
Pre-Beaver Concept -by Erica Young
Pre-Beaver Concept -by Erica Young
/Early Beaver Concept -by Erica Young
My sketching on top of Erica's Illustrator Drawing
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1/8" ACRYLIC PANEL 1/16" ACRYLIC PANEL
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MDF Bending Guide
Final Illustrator drawings to make parts on laser cutter out of
Acrylic.
MME
Beaver Label Printer -final product.
Final image of the Beaver Label Printer.
Sketch evolution of leg design on Information Display Device
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Final Illustrator drawings to make the Information Display
Device parts on laser cutter out of Acrylic.
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Information Display Device -final product
-dv*
Side view.
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Final Product.
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